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"But oh!

that he who is truly God, v;ho

is indeed the Son of God, the true king, judge
and saviour of God's oeoiole, . . . would come
and reign, not only over the land of Israel,
but over the whole earth; when God's Israel
shall fill the earth, and all nations be
God's Deoule."
Edwards, Works, TIT, o. 551«
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purt)ose
"Millenarianism" and "utor>ianism" have been used almost
interchangeably by literary critics and historians, both terms
connoting ideologies orooosing an ideal, beatific social order,
the realization of man's ultimate ho^es for society.

A care-

ful examination of the premises underlying millenarianism and
utooianism, however, reveals fundamental, indeed radical,
differences between these ideologies.

In this study, the

views of a leading exT)onent of millenarianism in the eighteenth century, the Reverend Mr. Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758)i
will be contrasted with the views of Sir Thomas More (14781535)» 2in acknowledged authority on utoT)ianism by virtue of
his masteroiece, Utooia, oublished in I516.

The conceots

which Edwards and More held on the nature of individual man,
the unit of which society is com^oosed, will be considered in
relation to the respective views of these authors on the
nature of evil in society and means of meliorative change.
The ourDose of this study is, in the first olace, to show
that the millenarianism of Jonathan Edwards, rooted as it was
in a Biblical framework, and the utooianism of Sir Thomas
More, based on the oremises of Renaissance Humanism, rather
than having a common bond in one literary tradition, instead
are two largely different visions, stemmin.p- from separate.

discrete, and often conflicting traditions in thought and
literature, and, subsequently, to trace the effect that these
ideas have had on the formation and modification of the
American Dream to the end of the nineteenth century.
The ideologies designated by the words "millenarianism"
and "utoDianism" have appeared to be either similar or
comDlementary even to writers who are discriminating in their
use of the terms, such as C. C. Goen, Jay Martin, Perry
Miller, and Alan Heimert.

For some literary critics, these

two distinctive visions have become blurred, merging into one
literary tradition.

This new vision, a synthesis of the

dialectic between Humanism and "Puritanism, might be simt)ly
denominated "The American Dream."

Its cornerstone is the

ethic of progress, its mood is ontimism, its end is an hyoothetical ideal society, and its promises are life, liberty,
and the attainment of haopiness.

C. C. Goen, for instance,

asserts that Edwards "furnished a religious TDhilosoTDhy for
resDonding to the challenge of manifest destiny" v/hich
imolied that "the new world was to be the scene of dawning
glory and no hand could stay its coming."1

Alan Heimert

declares:
. . . Calviiism, and Edwards, r)rovided T3rerevolutionary Ai.xerica v/ith a radical, even democratic, social and oolitical ideology, and evangelical religion embodied, and inspired a

Ic. C. Goen, "Jonathan Edv/ards: A New Deoarture in
Eschatology." Cnurch r^ story, 28 (March, 1959). 38.

thrust toward American nationalism.^
These.writers see Edwards* Puritanism as a handmaiden to the
liberalizing trend in American thinking in the latter nart of
the eighteenth century, which in so many other ways followed
patterns of political ideology intrinsic to Sir Thomas
More's Uto-oia.
On the other hand, some critics see this synthesis, this
secularized millenial hone, as a marked departure from
earlier Utopian tradition.

Jay Martin sneaks for this

TDOSI-

tion in saying that "the new utopia would make a religion of
materialism" and that while "this kind of utooia contrasts
strikingly with the tradition of Utopian ideal from Plato to
More, it nonetheless followed the equally venerable and no
less logical utooian tradion of the Earthly ^aradise found
in Lactantius, Ireneus, St. Brendon, Thomas Burnet, and
Francis Bacon."3

The American Dream defines utooia in

materialistic terms, thus distinguishing it from More's
Utooia, primarily defined in nolitical and ethical terms, and
from Edwards* Millennium, orimarily defined in soiritual
terms.
In this study the contributions of the Humanistic

^Alan E. Heimert, Religion and the American Mind from
the Great Awakening to the Revolution (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, I966), o. viii.
^Jay Martin, Harvests of Change: American Literature:
1865-1914. (Englewood Cliffs, New Jerdcy: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1967)I o. 210.
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Utopian tradition, in which Sir Thomas More nlayed such a
fundamental role, will be nointed out with reference to the
formulation of the American Dream.

Similarly, the contribu-

tions of Puritan oostmillennialism, to which Jonathan Edwards
gave such force, will be noted with respect to their effect
on the growth of the concent of manifest destiny, an integral
part of the American Dream.

On the whole, however, millen-

arianism and utooianism will be scrunulously distinguished
from the American Dream and from one another.

The need for

this study arises from the very confusion that has existed
and continues to exist in literary criticism and the history of ideas with regard to the distinct identities of
utoTjianism and millenarianism.

The difference, as this

thesis will make evident, is the differenct between optimism
and faith.
Definition of Millenarianism
Millenarianism is the belief in the coming of a r)eriod
of one thousand years during which holiness will orevail on
earth and Jesus Christ will reign as king on earth, with His
saints, either in person or through His church.

Chiliasm,

from the Greek word chilioi, meaning "thousand," is another
term for millenarianism, also called millennialism.

In

Christian theology this belief has its origin in the Revelation of St. John, Cha-^ter 20, which sneaks of a thousand
years during which Satan will be bound so that he can no
longer deceive the nations, and "the souls of them that were
beheaded for the witness of Jesus and for the word of God"

-^«
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(v.. 4) vfill live and reign with Christ.

A number of Christian

writers, including Jonathan Edwards, have believed that Old
Testament nromises to the children of Israel would be fulfilled during this millennium.

The Puritan divines of the

seventeenth century on both sides of the Atlantic believed
that the millennium would be hastened and ushered in by a
mighty outpouring of God's SiDirit. Hence, their hoTje in the
millennium v/as a motivation to seek the success, oros')erity
and prooagation of the church.
Edwards describes the millennium as the time of a divine
monarchy, a world-wide kingdom under Christ: •
The visible kingdom of Satan shall be overthrown,
and the kingdom of Christ set ur) on the ruins of it,
everywhere through the whole habitable globe. Now
shall the promise made to Abraham be fulfilled, that
"in him and in his seed all the families of the
earth shall be blessed;" and Christ now shall become
the desire of all nations, agreeable to Hag. II. 7.
Now the kingdom of Christ shall in the most strict
and literal sense be extended to all nations, and
the whole earth.^
''Edwards was attracted to this doctrine in the same way that
his Puritan predecessors had been; chiliasm exerted a magnetic null on the exegetical abilities of the keenest minds
and ablest scholars of the seventeenth-century Puritans in
England, Scotland, Holland, and New England.
In England, these venerable divines included Thomas
Brightman (1562-1607)i author of A Revelation of the Rcvela-

^Jonathan Edwards, The Works of ^resident I?:dwards, in
Four VolL^mcs, (1808; rot. liew York: Robert Carter and
Brothers, 1864) . T, r). 488.

tion. nublished "oosthumously in l6l4, and Dr. John Owen (I6161683) f Dean of Christ Church and -orincinal author of the
Savoy Declaration of Faith and Order.

In Scotland, the nrin-

cinal leaders in the formulation of millennial doctrine were
John NaiDier, a mathematician who wrote a commentary entitled
A ^lalne Discovery of the Whole Revelation of Saint John,
published in 1593 and James Durham (1622-1658), author of
Commentarie unon the Book of Revelation.

In New England,

John Cotton (1585-1652), was the foremost seventeenth-century
exnositor of millennial doctrine.

Some of his sermons on

proDhecy were nrinted under the titles of The Pouring out
of the Seven Vials (1642) and The Churches Resurrection or
the Onening of the 20th Chanter of the Revelation (1642).5
The millennial hooe that came to be a doctrine of faith for
the Puritans is concisely stated in the Savoy Declaration ^Jf
Faith and Order adonted by the Savoy Conference of Congregationalists which convened in the Savoy "^alace in London in
1658.

Part of Chanter 26 of this confession reads:

As the Lord in his care and love toward his
church hath in his infinite wise providence exercised it with great variety in all ages for the
good of them that love him and his cv/n glory; so
according to his oromise we exoect that in the

5This historical overview of chiliasm amon^ Englishsoeaking oeooles is indebted to Peter Toon, "The Latter-Day
Glory," in ^uritans, The I'lllennium, and the Future of Israel:
Puritan Eschatology from 1^00 to I660, ed. ^eter Toon
Cambridge, England: James Clarke c^- Co., 1970), ^'D. 23-41.
This collection of essays is invaluable for an understanding
of the millonarian tradition of which Jonathan Edv/ards was
heir and oernetuator.

latter days Antichrist o.eing destroyed, the Jev/s
called, and the'adversaries ci :,is dear Son broken,
the churches of Christ-ceing en^larced and edified
through a free and r)ientifui communication of light
and grace, shall enjoy in this world a ncre quiet,
neaceable and glorious condition than they have
enjoyed.^
This is a rather general stateinent of -the doctrine of the
millennium to v;hich Ecwards would turn his earnest attention
and his able oen.
It is well knov/n that Jonathan Edvrards felt a special
closeness to the Church of Scotland.

He corresnonded fre-

quently with ministers of that church across the Atlantic on
the tonic of the coming of the millennium and of how interest
and orayer for its coming night be generated in the congregations.

The Reverend Llr. Tavid Brainerd, a young, close

friend of Edv/ards' who v;as a missionary to the Indians in Tew
Jersey under the ausnices of the Scottish Society for the
Propagation of Christian Knowledge, shared Edv/ards' hone for
the coming of the millennium.

In l?'-<?, in response to the

letters of several Scottish ministers who v/erc eaf^erly v/atcling for signs of the millennium, Zcwarcs wrote and oublished
a v/ork entitled An .iumble Xtt^-r.^t

tc '^i-crct? Ixolic' t A~rc o-

ment and Visible Union ci Gcd' s -ec^l': in ""rayer.

Ke begins

by relating the events and causes that led to his writing on
the subject v/ith this ace cunt:

^Toon, T). 3-'
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In October, A. D. 1744, a number of ministers
in Scotland, taking into consideration the state
of God*s church, and of the world of mankind,
judged that the orovidence of God, at such a day,
did loudly call such as were concerned for the
welfare of Zion, to united, extraordinary aoDlication to the God of all grace, suitably acknowledging Him as the fountain of all the sTDiritual
benefits and blessings of his church, and earnestly oraying to Him, that he would appear in his
glory, and favor Zion, and manifest his compassion
to the world of mankind by an abundant effusion of
his Holy Spirit on all the churches, and the whole
habitable earth, to revive true religion in all.
parts of Christendom, and to deliver all nations
from their great and manifold spiritual calamities and miseries, and bless them with the
unspeakable benefits of the kingdom of our glorious Redeemer, and fill the whole earth with
His glory.7
Evidently, Edwards shared the views of these Scottish ministers regarding the coming millennial age, and Union in
Prayer is an exposition of both the nature and the purpose
of the glorious Kingdom Age.
In the conclusion of his review of early Puritan
millennialists, Mr. Toon writes.
In both Old and New England as well as in Scotland the eschatological doctrine now usually called
postmillennialism has continued to the present day
to have many supporters. Some of its more famous
advocates include Jonathan Edwards in his History
of Redemption, Daniel V/hitby in his Paraphrase
and Commentary on the New Testament, . . . But,
we may safely say that the birth of this type of
thinking, as far as English-speaking people are
concerned, occurred at Geneva and grev/ to maturity
through the various editions of the Geneva Bible
and the writings of English "^uritans.^

^Edwards, III, P. 435.
®Toon, p. 41.

Jonathan Edv/arcs, then, was ex-jcundinr tc

eighteenth-century

Nev: England these doctrines concerning the latter times, and
the future of the world, that had been part of the ^uritan
dogma for mere than one hundred years.
There aooears tc be a ccrrelaticn between millenarianism
in Puritan doctrine and the premises underlying the stated
purposes of the Massachusetts Bay Company, which set sail
for what is nov/ Boston in I630.

The Puritan colonists already

clearly envisioned a particular kind of ideal society v/hen
they formulated their objectives and form of government.
Perry Miller drav/s attention to this fact as he quotes from
Governor V/inthrop:
. . . the Massachusetts Bay Company came on an
errand. . . About this Vvinthrop seems to be perfectly certain: " . . . the end is to improve our
lives to do m;cre service to the Lord, to increase
the body of Christ, and to preserve our posterity
from the corruptions of this evil world, so that
they in turn shall work out their salvation under
the purity and power of Biblical ordinances. . .
v/e must be knit together in this work as one m.an,
v/ee must entertaine each other in brotherly affection. . . always havin.^ befcre our eyes cur
Commission and ccmm.unity • in the v;orke, cur
com.inunity as mx-mbers 01 the ss.m.e body. "9
It is with 'winthrcp and his followers that the Am.erican Lre:m
has its beginnin,r.

The idea of an ideal society with

blessings for all, founded en a certainty of divine appointment, is clearly what V.inthrop sot forth.

It is an extension

of the millennial hcpc into the present vrith the purpose cf

^?crry i'ii 11 ?r, ~rr:^n(: j-^.to trj V'il':' 3rn'~ r'S (Ca..•:'.r\c;-e ,
Massachuscjltj.-: C'h3 .'cihn;;'^ .'I'LT.- cf r:arvar-" ^.nivLrrity
T>rr>c'<s

lO'^.r''*,

<^ n

^ ^ ^•-
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exemplifying, the fullness of the world-wide Kingdom in a
local colony guided by the same precepts and Lord.

Miller

analyzes the hone for America to which the Puritan founding
fathers adhered in words that are- equally applicable to an
analysis of the millennial hone:
This was to say, were the great purpose kept
steadily in mind, if all gazed only at it and strove
only for it, then social solidarity. . . would be
an automatic consequence. A society despatched
upon an errand that is its own reward would want
no other rewards: it could go forth to possess a
land without ever becoming possessed by it;
social gradations would remain eternally what God
had originally appointed; there would be no internal
contention among groups or interests, and though
there would be hard work for everybody, prosperity
would be bestowed not as a consequence of labor
but as a sign of approval upon'the mission itself.
For once in the history of humanity (with all its
sins), there would be a society so dedicated to a
holy cause that success would prove innocent and
triumph not raise UP sinful pride or arrogant
dissension.10
Edwards* concent of the coming millennium would also include
a people with "singleness of purpose," "social solidarity,"
and "dedication to a holy cause."

The Puritan Prototype

for the American Dream is clearly connected to the chiliasm
of eighteenth-century New England, and both visions stem frpm
biblical dogma.
In two of his longer works Edwards deals extensively
with the topic of the millennium.

The first is A History of

the Work of Redemption, based on a series of sermons preached
by Edwards in 1735 and published posthumously by his son of
the same name in 1773, and the other is the aforementioned

lOMiiier, p. 6.
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Union of God.*s People In Prayer. • In addition, Edwards made
many references to this hone in his miscellaneous unpublished notes, now in the Yale University Library. These
notes indicate how deeply Edwards yearned for the millennium, •
for it engaged much of his serious speculation and writing.
Here is an excerpt from Edwards* remarks on the implication
of the millennium for the quotidian activities of the
earth*s inhabitants:
*Tis probably that this world shall be more
like heaven in the millennium in this respect, that
contemplative & spiritual employments, and those
things that more directly concern the mind &
religion will be more the saints' ordinary business than now. There will be so many contrivances and inventions to facilitate and expedite
their necessary secular business that they shall
have more time for more nobler exercises. . .
The invention of the mariners compass is one thing
by God discovered to the world for that end, and
how exceedingly has that one thing enlarged and
facilitated communication. And who can tell but
that God will yet make it more perfect from the
other hemispheres & so the countries about the
poles need no longer to lie hid to us but the
whole earth may be as one community, and body
in X.ll
In short, for Edwards the millennium was to be a time
when the triumph of Christianity would include greater technological progress than anything yet known. The purpose,
however, of technology would be communication for the sake
of unity and communion, rather than the factiousness that
characterizes a twentieth-century world actually endowed

^^Miscellanies. Yale MSS. 262, in James Carse,
Jonathan Edv/ards and the Visibility of God (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, I967), p. l^S.
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with the means of rapid communication and transportation that
Edwards could only envision.

He conceived cf technology as a

handmaiden for spirituality.

Scientific discoveries and

inventions would merely aid in carrying out the necessary
chores for supplying man*s Physical;needs.

Thus, people would

. have much more time at their disposal for "spiritual employments," so that leisure time could be employed for the cultivation of the mind and spirit.

(In the nineteenth century a

similar concent would appear again in the works of Edwards,
Bellamy and other utooian socialists, who wrote novels about
societies in which ample leisure time was used for the cultivation of the mind.)

For Edwards the millennium signified

the epitome of all his hopes for godliness, world unity,
enlightenment, and technological progress, none independent
of the others, and all under the banner of Christ and for
the glory of God.
The literary historians who have studied Edwards* writings and their influence on the thinking of succeeding generations have drawn attention to Edwards* millenarianism and
the optimism it gave to his concept cf history,

"^erry Miller

observes,
Edwards, in art and in doctrine a conservative,
preached in the very face of rationalism and Ceism
the fulfillment of prophecies. He preached chiliasm
in its starkest form. According to this ancient
doctrine, there will come "a very dark time," which
will be followed by a thousand years of the reign
of Christ on earth; then one more dip into apostasy,
brief but violent, and at last the immense rush of
"Christ's immediate appearance to jud^m^nt." And
in 1739, as he looked upcn the eirhtoenth century,
did not the signs seem to b? shading tcv.-ard an

13
.

inauguratbn of the millennium?^^

.

Miller asserts that the low state of piety in Edwards day
only confirmed in the New England preacher's mind that godli*

ness in the world was already reviving, as the revival in
Northampton in 173^-35 seemed to indicate. It was this
revival which had served as the basis for Edwards* account
entitled Narrative of Surprising Conversions.13

On the basis

of the hone and optimism that fired Edwards* writings. Miller
sees Edwards as a radical:
In fact, Edwards* exposition of the chiliastic
theory in his revival- preaching must be viewed as
an outcropping in New England of a radical vein
which the conservative and reactionary of
Christendom had for centuries endeavored to keep
submerged. . . Among the Anabaptists, for instance,
and among the "^uritan sectaries of the English
Civil Wars, chiliasm was a mighty engine of revolution. "In all these movements," Tillich says,
**the future is the decisive mode of time." Something is expected, for which the past and Present
are preparations, and the chiliast invariably sees
the victory as about to be won, justice about to
triumph on earth, either through the immediate
intervention of God or (more usually) through revolutionary action under God's direction.
Nevertheless, Edwards never does set a date for the commencement of the millennium.

Rather, he stresses, in Union of

God*s People in ^rayer, the importance and necessity of Prayer
for "the coming of the Lord's kingdom."

If Edwards is a

radical, it is because his belief in the coming kingdom of

12?erry Miller, Jonathan Edv/ards (New York: William
Sloane Associates, 1949). P.~317.
13Edwards, Works, III, n-^, 230-272.
^S.liller, Jonathan Edwards, PP. 319-320.
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Christ was not. a passive Intellectual assent.to a scriptural
doctrine, but an active force motivating him to seek, to
write, and to pray for its coming and to earnestly urge others
to do the same.
James Carse views Edwards* concept of history as a rationale for the American pilgrimage and a way to bring the
American Dream to reality.

The belief in a coming time of

peace, goodness and prosperity, with signs of its possible
incipiency in America, is essential to America's cohesiveness
and sense of destiny, Carse believes.

The belief itself is

important, Carse declares, because of the effect it has on
the visible lives of those who "becbme for our civilization
its most apparent good."15

He explains Edwards' millenarian

hone with conciseness and clarity:
One of the most significant features of Edwards*
historical account of the time remaining between
the present and the end is that for him there will
be a kingdom established on earth, before the
church is glorified in heaven. It is toward that
end that the current growth in religion is tending,
but the imminent "pouring out of the Spirit of God
will not effect the overthrow of Satan's kingdom
till there has first been a violent and mighty
opposition made." There will be a final struggle
between these tv/o visible kingdoms "called the
battle of the great day of God Almivghty.". . .
But the outcome is not uncertain: "Christ and his
church shall in this battle obtain a complete and
entire victorv over their enemies." There is, of
course, no diminution of the historical nature of
this period. It will be the same world with the
same dimensions; but a world without evil. It
will be a time of great light and knowledge.!^

15carse, P. 184.
l^Carse, P. 175.
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Edwards' millenarian hope gave him a teleolcgical fram.c-work
v/ith which to viev/ history, including current events.

This

is what Carse means by "the end toward v;hich the current
growth in religion is tending."

Edw-ards sav; events as lead-

ing to the cverthrov; of Satan's :-:ingccri. later Americans
who believed in a Manifest lestiny for the Tnited States cf
America saw events as leading to the aggrandizement and prosperity of the nation.

The ultimate society began to take on

Physical rather than spiritual and moral dimensions.
For Edwards, just as im.portant as the historicity or
verity of the millennium, is its apparent imminence.
Professor Parkes emphasizes the imminence of the millennium
in Edwards* thinking:
Edwards never ceased to hope that the Millennium
was close at hand. . . With this hc^o in mind, he
examined carefully the prophecies in the Apocalypse.
He agreed that there should be many sore conflicts
before Christ should have conquered the v/orld, but
he formed the opinion that the severest trials of
God's people v/cre in the past. . . ~,dv/ards during
the last fifteen years of hie life v/atched very
carefully for signs oi x:.e com in,? m.illonnium,
convinced that, ov3n thourh God had cosertcd INCV/
England, He was still carryinr forward the true
faith in other parts cf the world.IV
Edwards' yearning for t'r.3 millonniun v;as inscparahlo frcn r ' ::
Christian faith; it v/as tY c- fuirill::.^nt of "Thy kinfccm
come," the second petition in the lord's --rayer.

i urtherr.i^x .^

his hone was not vague or nebulous, for, as v/ill co \->clnt:c

17'fenrv Barnford "^arlies, Jcnathan :icw-r^-c-! T:;^ I'iory
-7T
^uritan (Now York: Tintcn, I il-n .•. Ccn-any, 19;C;,
PP. 176-177.

i
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out, the millennium was to Edwards a time with definite,
scrinturally marked characteristics for all huiranity.

Just

as the ministry was for him a calling, a way of life"one was
divinely called "to, not a^^prf^fession, so the millennium would
be a God-ordained dispensation in historyr not the synthesis
of a humanly effected social dialectic.
As a clergyman, Edwards* prime concern in writing was
not literary artistry.

He was not a literary master in the

usual sense of the term.

His biographer and grandson. Serene

B. Dwight, describing the qualities of his prose, says.
Viewing Mr. Edwards as a writer of sermons,
we cannot give him the epithet eloquent, in the
common acceptation of the term.* We see in him
nothing of the great masters of eloquence, except
good sense, conclusive reasoning, and the power
of moving the passions. Oratorical pomp, a cryptic
method, luxurious descriptions presented to the
imagination, and a rich variety of rhetorical
figures, enter not into his plan. . . (He) urges
divine authority, by quoting and exnlaing Scripture, in a form calculated to rouse the soul.
He moves the passions, not by little artifices,
like the professed rhetoricians, but by saying
what is much to the purpose, in a plain, serious,
and interesting way.l°
Edwards, in short, was not attempting to display his literary
talents when he set forth his viev/s on the millennial Kingdom
in writing.

Unlike Sir Thomas More, a skilled literary

craftsman, Edwards was more concerned with clarity, logic
and organization of ideas than imaginative style because he
wished to impart to his readers his own certainty as he gave

l^Soreno B. Dwight, "Memoirs of t^^e Late Rev. Jonathan
Edwards, A. M.," in Edwards, Th£ Ccr.ploto Works of ^r-sid--nt
Edwards. I, P P . 52-53.
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a full TDicture of the. future glory of the church of Christ.
Definition of Utopjanism
Utopi^nism is defined in this study as the belief in
the kind of society advocated by Sir Thomas More in his Utopia
of 1516, a society which conformed to More's ideal in laws,
government, social conditions, and religion.

This belief has

as its basis the perfectibility of human nature and society
through reason.

Ideal conditions of social organization will

prevail, according to utopianism, once man truly comprehends
the destructiveness of selfishness and the mutual benefits of
virtue.
Thomas More was part of the European movement called
Humanism that was to have its great initial impact on the
first twenty years of the sixteenth century.
many concerns:

Humanism had

scholarship in the original Greek, Hebrew,

and Latin texts which formed the basis for the Western cultural heritage, critical assessment of the meaning of the
ancient texts, and a realistic appraisal of the conditions
prevailing in Western Europe at the close of the Middle Ages.
Humanists boldly exposed the evils of their day:

the tyranny

and rapacity of monarchs, the greed and covetousness of the
rising middle class, and the ignorance of the poor.

Utopia

has been interpreted by somel9 to be a moral tract teaching

^^For example, Fr. Edward Surtz, S. J., The ^raise of
Pleasure (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University
Press, 1957) , T). 191.
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the necessity of striving for poverty of .spirit and brotherly
love*

It can nat be doubted that these qualities did reign

in the island of Utopia and that pride, the antithesis of
lowliness of spirit^and love, was the source of problems that
prevented the European society of More's day from becoming
Utopian.

Therefore, utopianism can be considered at once a

diatribe against pride and a vision of what human society
could be in the absence of the evidence of man*s fallen nature.
More*s vievrooint and his concent of the ideal society
is expressed through Raphael Hythloday, a narrator-explorer
who has visited the island of Utopia.

Hythloday and More have

a conversation in Book I of Utopia.' which exposes some of
the principal evils in England in More*s day.

For example,

the poor administration by the rulers is discussed in depth
by Hythloday:
For in the first place, practically all princes
themselves take greater delight in spending their
time on military pursuits than on the good arts of
peace. . , They are much more concerned how to get
new kingdoms for themselves, by fair means or fQul»
than to administer well what they already have.^0
In Book Two of Utopia Hythloday describes a society in which
the rulers have no ambitions of self-aggrandizement, but
rather who conscientiously devote themselves to the wise
administration of their present domains.

But in the conver-

sation in question he goes on to bemoan another evil:

the

20sir Thomas More, Utopia, trans, Peter K. Marshall,
intrcd., John Anthony Scott (New York: Washington Square
Press, 1971). ^. 8.
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•large-standing armies of. mercenary soldiers that the rulers
hire:

"Another more pestilential plague infests France as

well; the whole country is filled and besieged with mercenary
soldiers in peacetime,^too."21

Hythloday decries large stand-

ing armies, accusing them of being detrimental rather than
beneficial to the welfare of the state:
For their standing armies on various pretexts
have overthrovm their empires, and ravaged their
country and cities. . . it is by no means to the
interest of the state to keep, against the possibility of a war which you never have except when
you v/ish, an immense crowd of the sort that
destroys the peace.22
In More's day the powers of Europe which he is allegedly
describing included "Holy League" of Aragon, Venice, and the
Papal States, ruled by Pone Julius II, and England under
Henry VIII, all of which joined in opposing France in 1513.
These European powers kept armies and navies in preparation
for war.

Niccolo Machiavelli*s The Prince, a straightforward

but unscrupulous guide for autocrats, was written less than
three years before Utopia was published in 1517-

It was

against the very practices outlined in this book that More
aimed his barbs.
Professor John Scott has described the Humanist movement
of which More was a part as a movement preceeding from an
"acute awareness of the actual conditions of life prevailing
in Western Europe" and having as its central concern "£

^^More, P. 12.
22More, p. 13.
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.realistic appraisal of thase conciticns and the setting forth
of a program for social and political reform."

Although

Humanism gave birth to the social sciences of today,- Scott
feels that there is a difference oetween I.ore and fellow
humanists and today's social scientists:
As the name implies, the central reason for
Humanist activity v;as a passionate concern with the
human condition, a passionate dedication tc the
improvement cf hum.an life and the emancipation of
man. . . At the dawn of the modem world, social
. science made its appearance in England not as the
desiccated discipline cf oedant'^ see}:in5 hncv/ledge for its own sahe cut as P-T: instrur.c-ntalit^'
for the elevation and emancipation cf mankind,
for the eradication of cruelty, and exploitation
and illiteracy. Humanists v/rcte many books and tracts on the subject of
bringing about reform; Utopia v/as rerhaps the greatest.
A social injustice v/ith trer.:endous implications even in
More's day, and which v/ould continue through the eighteenth
century, v/as the enclosure movement.

Hythloday speahs sarcas-

tically of the nobles v/ho are perpetratinr this injustice:
They are not satisfied tc liye in luxury and
idleness and be of no use tc the state; they
even harm it. Th''?y lea^:? nothing for arahle land,
enclose everything for -pasture, destroy houses,
tear do^:n tcv.TiS an: Icaye only the c! urch tc hcuse
the sheep; an: as If t"..e fcrests ane -^ar-is lcs"c
you too little ground, those .7000 r.en ti-ry.all
houses and cultivated land into a desert.
The disparity betv/een the rich and ocor seenio-c to he: v.axinr

^3john Anthony Scott, "Intrccucti on.," Utopia, ly Sir
Thomas :'cre, trano*. ?etor V. i'lrshall (Tew Jcr":: '.Vashin^tc
Square "^rcss, 1971) t ^. -'•'•
2^J'::oro, p. 14.

-*,;
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more acute .in the early sixteenth century, and ether historical sources show- that Hythloday*s description is accurate.25
It is with this background of the coeval political realities
that I-Iore lashes out at the establishment of his day and
presents a bold new plan for human society.
Silcre*s purpose is dual:

tc instruct and to entertain.

Certainly the fcrmer is the more important of the two.

In

his two well-kncv/n works on Utopia, Professor Surtz, S. J.,
delineates More*s objectives:
V/hy did More v/rite Utopia? His general purpose
is certainly clear: the open-minded adoption by
the Christian countries of Europe of the most
just and Prudent institutions which exist a.ny\&>ere
in the v/orld. To this end he has drav/n, through
the agency of Hythloday, the pattern of an ideal
city.^^
Surtz likens More's method to a shock technique, to bring
about the neccf^sary av/akening for reformation in sixteenthcentury Europe:
As a matter cf fact. Present ccnditicr.s in
Christian Eurc^e are worse, not better, than those
in pagan IJtcoia. Av;ako:iod or shocked by the Utopia
into the realization of ]:is deplorable pli;^l:t, the
Christian will attcnpt now to live U P to his
glorious :d?al and destiny and tc ro-introduce
the spiri'c cf pure Christianity into ev-ry p'-.aoG
cf h'JT: an activ:ty--into public and -private life;
into national and in.ternatio-nal affairs, into

25john Bcv/lo, Tr f- ':.n^l2 3h Hy-i-ri^nco; A Zvr-/f.y ce
English History fi^cn Early tj: Heeerr. J::.v^2 (:.^w York: C. -.
Putnam's oonG, 19nT, P. 252:; and Au:^tin lane ^colo, cd..
Medieval Hn'-lanc (london: Cxfcrd Vnivcrsity '^rec-,
1958),
If ^. 33.
I. :H-rt-, 3. J., Tj:^ ZIZIJ:Loyola 1:JV V'^r.-i ty "^rcrs, 1?57). ''• !•
2''';/H"-:AV-C

S^£

':ir:: ::^ (C--icarr:
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intellectual and. religious spheres.""'
•

• .

Cf course. More did not envisicn the Hind of reformation that
Martin Luther would introduce v/ithin a few years of the publication of Htc-"ia. He turnf.c his ryen against the Eefcrners.
As a Humanist, Here paid special attention to style.

?:.3

Humanists believed that m.ar-ner essentially influenced matter,
and that only by making truth appealing to emotions and the
heart v;as communication achieved.

More, a literary artist,

used v/it, levity, and all types'cf humor in Utopia, so that
it could be truthfully described as a v/insom.e play.

He

wished to amuse his fellow Humanists, v/hile at the same time
aiming some pointed barbs at European monarchs.

His purpose

v/as to incite these heads of state to reform, to goad or
prick their consciences, tc touch their pride, and to cause
them at least to consider instituting needed legal political
and economic measures to ameliorate Eurooean life. Therefore,
he essayed to present sericus problems in a clevor fcrm*,
appealing to reason and ig:agin.aticn.

Here's humor, hov/cvcr,

should not distract us from perceivin?: the seriousness of
the social issues that Hero treats in this wcrh, nor the
underlving earnestness v/ith v;hich Here presents Utopia to
the world.

^"^Surtz, The ^raise cf "Pleasure, nn,
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At first glance many superficial similarities appear
betv;een the society of More's imaginary island of Itopia and
the world of the millennium described by Jonathan Edv/ards.
These- similarities are seen in the personal relationships
between individuals, in the degree of knov/ledge prevailing
in society, in the level of prosperity cf the people, and in
the Place religion holds in daily life.
Love, Harmony, and Discipline
In both societies there is a signal predominance of
harmony and love among members of society.

During the

millennium, says Edv/ards, "shall flourish in an eminent
manner those Christian virtues cf m.eekness, for;^iveness, lonre
suffering, gentleness, goodness, brotherly kindness, those
excellent fruits cf the Spirit. "1

Christ-likanoss v/ill be

the norm, rather than the exception.

Hot only v/ill there be

harmony betv/een individuals, but between nations:
Then shall the world be united in one amiable
society. All nations, in all parts of the wxrld,
on every side of the globe, shall then be knit
together in sweet harm.ony. All parts of God's
church shall assist ana promote the spiritual
good of one anotrier.^
This period v/ill be r:arked by the absence of those cisagrce-

lEdwards, I, P. ^'93.
Edwards, I, P. '''93.

o-;

able traits that majce for.friction.
the-y will be "suppressed":

Edv/ards declares that

"And then shall malice, and envy,

and vTrath, and revenge, be suppressed everywhere, and peace
and love shall prevail between one man and another; v/hich is
most elegantly set forth in Isa. xi. 6-1-0. "3

-prg harmony

v/ill extend not only horizcntall:--, but alsc vertically,
through all ranks of society:'
Then shall there be peace and love betv/een
rulers and ruled. Rulers shall love their people,
and with all their might seek their best gocd; and
the people shall love their rulers, and shall joyfully submit tc them, and give them that honor
v/hich is their due.^-'
The love people v/ill feel for cne another \/ill be expressed
not only in v/ords but also in deeds.
In both Utopia and the m-ill?:rjiium the love and harmony
between individuals in these societies will produce remarkably well-ordered communities.

Edwards, in fact, calls the

millerjiium a tir^e of the "beautiful society":
It v/ill be a time of excellent order in the
church of Christ, Hhe true ^^overnnent and discipline of the church v:ill then be settled and put
into practice. All the v/orle shall t'^.en be as
one church, one crc^r].y, re-vlar, beautiful society.
And as the body shall bo one, so the nenbers shall
be in beautiful -ercpcrtion to each ether. Th^n
shall be verified in "^sal. cxxii . 3. "Jerusaleris builded as a city that is ccgpact tcgtether. "-^
In Utopia, sim.ilarly, love and harmony serve as the basis for

3Edwards, I , P. ^^93.
^Edwards, I, P. ^•93 •
^Edv;ards, I. P. ^;-93.
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huEan relationships:
For since they have cut out together v/ith the
other vices the roots of ambition and strife, there
is no danger of internal discord, v/hich alone has
destroyed the v/ell Protected riches cf many
cities. Wi.th their concord safe at home and their
institutions healthy, not even the jealousy cf
all the nei.g?;boring princes could shake or move
that empire.'^
Elsewhere, Hore says of the Utopians, "they live together in
love, as.no magistrate is haughty or terrifying.""^

These

am.azing people have a flourishing civilizaticn devoid of
social evils:
A nan is made greedy and grasping either by
the fear of need (a fear common to all creatures)
or else (in man alone) by pride, which thinks it
glorious to surpass others in superfluous shov/.
This kind of vice has no place at all in the v/ays
of the Utopians."
Edwards and Here are in ccm.plete agreement on internal
concord as a chief element in the ideal society.
It should be noted, however, that the motivating force
behind an exterior of placid harmony in both societies differs.
In the mAllenniu:m described by Edv/ards, the earth is "full of
the knowledge of the Lord, as the v/aters cover the sea."^
And it is this "bnowledge oi the lord" that bars hurtful and
destructive influences from society.

In Utopia

PGOPIC

are

trained from early childhood to virtue a;id obeditnce to

^I:ore, p .

126.

'''•'ore, p . 9 3 .
p,

'Here, P.

o.

59.

;cv.-ards, I I I ,

p . ^r'rl, q u c t l n - iHlHHlL H^i^*

^
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authority with the use of .rewards $o incite virtue and justly,
administered punishment to deter misdeeds or crimes.

Reason

dictates to practically everybody the clear advantages of a
life of discipline, harmonyt and Ipve.

There are no cunning

lawyers who might use sleight to circumvent-the law.
man Pleads his own case, honestly.

Every

In the millennium, with

Christ ensuring equity, there is also security and full provision of needs, and pride has no place in a time when the meek
are exalted.

Similarly, in Utopia the well regulated economy

rules out fear of need, and reason scorns the use of pride as
a self-defense mechanism for the ego.
Knowledge
A wide diffusion of knowledge among all segments of
society, with all its concommitant benefits, can be seen in
both the millennial society and in Utopia.

Both writers

agree that knowledge releases men from the shackles of ignorance.

Knowledge, rightly and'wisely used, can be a means to

freedom.

Knowledge, by breaking down barriers of supersti-

tion and suspicion, can bring unity.

Knowledge is often an

awareness of truth others have learned, which can save men
from painful error.

Edwards describes this diffusion of know-

ledge, in Biblical imagery, as the lifting of the veil:
There is a kind of vail now cast over the greater
part of the world, which keens them in darkness:
but then this vail shall be destroyed: Isa. xxv. 7i
"And he will destroy in this mountain the face of
the covering cast over all people, and the vail that
is spread over all nations."1^

lOEdwards, I, P. ^91.
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Knowledge will so. universally prevail th.at- it will extend.to
the ethnic groups who in Edwards* day were largely uneducated:
GreatbJcnowledge shall prevail everywhere. It
may be hoped, that then many of the Negroes and
Indians will be divines, and that excellent books
will be published in Africa, in Ethiopia, in
Tartary, and other now the most barbarous countries;
and not only learned men, but others of more ordinary education, shall be very learned men, but
others of more ordinary education, shall be very
knowing in religion: Isa. xxxii. 3.^, "The eyes
of them that see, shall not be- dim; and the ears
of them that hear, shall hearken. The heart also
of the rash shall understand knowledge."H
As previously noted, for Edwards the increase in knowledge
will include the triumph of technology for the facilitation
of communication and secular employment.
For Edwards, there is an indissoluble link, indeed a
causal connection between Christianity and the diffusion
of knov/ledge. V/here the former prevails, the latter inevitably
follows--although he certainly does not equate learning and
knowledge with faith.

Edwards seems to have a deep concern

for the inhabitants of the uncivilized parts of the world.
Elsewhere, as in the above quotation, he expresses his hope
for the enlightenment and improvement of the native inhabitants of Africa, Asia, and the Am.ericas.

The millennium will

bring the realization of his hope:
Then shall the many nations of Africa, the
nations of negroes, and other Heathens who chiefly
fill that quarter of the v/orld, who now seem to be
in a state but little above the beasts, and in
many respects much below them, be enlightened v/ith
glorious light, and delivered from all their dark-

l^Edv/ards, I, P. ^91.
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.•• ness, and shall become a civil. Christian, understanding, and holy people.12
It is interesting^^^to note that Edwards, who penned tbe sermons
comprising A History of the V/erk of Redemption while a pastor
among the English"colonists at Northampton, subsequently,
in 1751» became a missionary to the Housatonnick Indians at
i'

Stockbridge, in western Massachusetts.

There he helped ed-

ucate the Indian children, among other duties.

As early as

1739 he had written,
Then shall the vast continent of America, which
now in so great a part of it is covered with barbarous ignorance and cruelty, be everywhere covered
with glorious gospel light and Christian love; and
instead of worshipping the devil, as now they do,
they shall serve God, and praise shall be sung
everywhere to the Lord Jesus Christ, the blessed
Saviour of the world.13
The rise of knowledge, the light of learning, and the dissemination of truth would change the entire manner of life for
the inhabitants of uncivilized regions. Edwards compares
their former way of life to that of wild beasts:
So may we expect it will be in that great and
populous part of the world, the East Indies, which
are now mostly inhabited by the worshippers of the
devil; and so throughout that vast country Great
Tartary: and then the kingdom of Christ will be
established in those continents which have been
more lately discovered towards the north and south
poles, where now men differ very little from the
wild beasts, excepting that they worship the devil,
and beasts do not.^^

^^Edwards, I, P. 488.
^^Edwards, I, P. 488.
^'^Edv/ards, I, P. 488.
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Knowledge will prevail everywhere during, the millennium.
In Utopia there is a similar prevalence of learning-at
all levels of society.

More presents the following picture

of the use of leisure tim.e among Utopians:
They are allov/ed to do as they Please with the
hours in between their work and^sleep and meals.
The purpose is not to allow them to waste this
free time in wild living or idleness, but to
enable them to apply their minds to whatever useful
pursuit they wish in their free time. Most men
devote their intervening hours to literature. For
it is customary to hold public lectures every day
before dawn. Cnly those are compelled to go who
have been chosen by name to study literature. But
a great number of men and women alike, from all
classes, attend the lectures, their choice depending on their natural inclinations.^5
The Utopians take such delight in learning that they rise
before dawn in the eager pursuit of education!

Elsewhere,

More says of them that they are "affable, witty, clever;
they enjoy their leisure, but (when necessary) can endure
Physical labor well enough. . . they never tire of mental
study."^^

Raphael Hythloday declares that he found the

Utopians eager to study and to master Greek literature and
learning:
For they began to imitate the Greek letters so
easily, to pronounce the words so accurately, to
commit things to memory so quickly and repeat
them so exactly, that we were astounded. •'• ^
Thus, the humanities are a cornerstone of Utopian education.

^^Kore, pp. 52-53.
^^More, p. 84.
l^More, p. 84.
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The Utopians honor and encourage invention and technical
Drogress^as well as classical eruditiron.

When they heard

about the art of printing from Hythloday and his companions
they immediately set about perfecting the same art and had
soon mastered it.

Furthermore,

if anyone visits their country who is commended
by some great intellectual gift or a knowledge of
many lands from constant travel. . . he is welcomed
with open arins.lo
As does Edwards, More links knowledge with technical progress,
as concomitant benefits of the ideal society.
One of the highest forms of learning in Utopia is the
discipline of medicine, although it is said that its inhabitants "need medicine least of all people."
it more honored.

And nowhere is

Indeed, More observes,

. . . they count knowledge of medicine among
the most beautiful and useful parts of philosophy.
When by the help of this philosophy they search
out the secrets of nature, they think that, besides
gaining a wonderful pleasure from it, they also
obtain the highest favor with its Author and
Designer.^°
Seeking knowledge in the field of medicine becomes, in effect,
an act of religious devotion.

By discovering the laws and

processes according to which the created order, including
human life, functions, the Utopians believe that they are
honoring the Creator in such a way as to gain divine favor.
Thus, in Utopia, human knowledge is seen as a means to God's

^^More, p. 86.
19More, p. 85.
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favor.
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Temporal ""rosperitv
Temporal prosperity is evident in both of -the societies
under consideration,

b^ealtb, abundance, riches, and plenty

characterize the conditions of Utc^ia and the millennial
v/crld.

In societies in v/hich the mer.bsrs live in harm.ony

rather than friction and in v/hich knowledge predom-inates over
ignorance, the barriers holding back productivity are removed.
The prosperity Edv/ards and Here speak of is not cnly a
matter of greater distribution of v/ealth, but of much
greater overall Production.
Edwards quotes extensively from Old Testament prophets
in describing the prosperity that will reign everywhere
during the millerjiium.

Ke emphasizes that temporal prosperity

is the result of the spiritual condition cf the people,
i. e., one in v/hich peace and love prevail.

Cod xlimself

will pour out prosperity/ on His -^ecple:
That vrill be a time of the greatest temporal
prosperity. Such a s-oiritual state as v;e have
just described, has a nat'jral t'n;:enc? to temporal
prosperity. . . It has also a natural tendency to
prccurt- case, quietness, pleasantness, anc ch^::rfulness of mind, and also wealt/:, and rrsat incr':aso of
children. . . but further, the t^n-^oral pros-ority
of the peo-?lc cf Cod v/ill also be promot--^c by a
remarkable blessing from ho^von. Isa. xv. 21,
"They shall build houses, and i.nhabit tr.o;-, ^^nl
they shall plant vincyarrs, and cat thu fruit of
them." . . . Yea, ti.on they shall roocive all
manner of tobcns cf C-od's presence and accoptanoe
and favor: Jcr. xxxiii. 9. "And it rhall he tc a
name of ^cj, a ariia: and -n Hcncr bcfor: _.ll
nations of the earth, v;hich s:.all hear all tH: rcod
th:\t J do untc t>::.':: and thc^' L-hal], boar and
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-. , treinble for.all the goodness and .for all the
prosperity that I procure unto it." Even'the'days
of Solomon were but an image of those days, as to
the temporal prosperity that shall obtain in them.20
Evidently, Edwards feels that the prosperity of the millennium
will amply warrant a population boom—a "great increase in
children."
Elsewhere, in describing the temporal prosperity of this
age, Edwards asserts:
This v/hile great society shall appear in glorious
beauty. . . as a city compact together, the perfection
of beauty, an external excellency shining with a
reflection of.the glory of Jehovah risen upon it,
which shall be attractive and ravishing to all kings
and nations. . .21
The "great society" Edwards refers to is the millennial
church, which for its riches and glory will stand out superlatively among the rest of the people living during the
millennium.

This will also be a time, he adds, in which the

earth will be abundantly fruitful.

Edwards adduces scriptural

support from the prophet Am.os for his description cf the
continuous prodnptivity of the land:
"Behold, the days ccm.e, saith the lord, that
the p!?^"'man shall overtake the reaper, and the
treaaer of grapes him that soweth seed; and the
mountains shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills
shall melt." Amos 9^13.
The richness and bounty of the harvest, the copious productivity of the land, will be more than the populace can manage.
Edv/ards is rather general and sweeping in his depiction of

20E:dv/ards, I, P. 494.
2lEdwards. Ill, P. 446.
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the mate^^ial. blessii^s that will then Prevail:
. . . there shall be a universal blessing of
God uPon mankind, in soul and body, in all their
concerns, and all manner of tokens of"God*.s presence
and favor.22
It is plain, in'short, that misery, poverty, and want will be
banished from the earth during the millennium described by
Edwards.
The republic of Utopia has ideal economic conditions,
also.

Everybody works steadily; there is no freedom for

idleness.

By this practice the Utopians insure an abundant

supply of all things.

This plenteous supply is then equally

distributed to all, so that no paupers or beggars are to be
seen throughout the commonwealth.

Committees in the Senate

determine where supplies are in overabundance and where there
is paucity, so that equal distribution can be made.

•*So the

whole island is just like one household," Hythloday remarks.^3
Trade with other countries works on Utopia's advantage
also, as the following passage illustrates:
But after they have made sufficient provision
for themselves (and th^s they do not think
achieved until they have provided for tv/o years,
in case the next year's crop should be unsatisfactory) , then from the surplus they export to
other countries a great abundance of grain, honey,
wool, timber, scarlet and purple dye, sheepskins,
wax, tallow, leather and also animals. They make
a gift of the seventh part of all these commodities
to the needy in that country. By this trade they
import into their ov/n country not merely wr.at they
need at home (for that is practically nothing except

22Edwards, III, p. 446.
23More, p. 64.
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iron), but also a great abundance of silver and
gold. By constantly following this practice,
they now have a great surplus of those metals,
more than one could believe.24
Thus the Utopians are rich in all the produce of the land
and in precious metals as well.

In the Utopian practice of

making a gift of the seventh part of the trade commodities
to the needy inhabitants of the countries with which Utopia
trades. Mere strikes still another common chord with Edwards.
Part of the Nev/ England divine's vision for the millennial
world was a change in the motivation for trade and navigation.
Instead of serving avarice, navigation, he says, will further
the cause of harmony among nations by bringing help to the
needed areas:
All parts of God's church shall assist and
promote the spiritual good of one another. A
communication shall then be upheld between all
parts of the world to that end; and the art of
navigation, which is now applied so much to favour
men*s covetousness and pride, and is used so much
by wicked debauched men, shall then be consecrated
to God, and applied to holy uses, as we read in
Isa. Ix. 5-9.2^
It is easy to see how Edwards might well concur with More's
idea of distributing surplus goods to the needy in foreign
lands.
The prosperity of Utopia is due to the communal form of
holding property and the absence of money among the Utopian
citizenry.

More emphatically asseverates:

24More, P. 6^^.
25Edwards, I, P. 493.
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. . . in Utopia, v/here all possessions are in
common, everyone is certain that, provided that
care is taken to keen the public b a m s full,
everyone will have v/hatever he wants for private
use. For there is no unfair distribution of
property, . . . and though no one has anything,
yet all are rich. V/hat greater riches can there
be than a life in happiness and peace, with all
cares rem.oved, v/ithout being worried about one's
ovm food. , . or being afraid of poverty for
^
one's son or anxious about a daughter's dowry?
The abundance in Utopia does not mean an abundance of the
kind of consumer goods that came with the Industrial Revolution.

There is an abundance of the m.aterials for basic needs:

food, clothing, and shelter.

Scott comments:

"It is true

that this abundance is achieved 'oy a restriction of needs—
Utopian society concerns itself with the full satisfaction of
basic needs and not with the manufacture of new needs."^7
Utopians have sacrificed expanding material needs and the time
that would be required to satisfy them for the sake of an
unencumbered pursuit of leisure and the philosophical life.
Whatever the ends in view, both Edv/ards and Here include
prosperity as a salient mark of the ideal society.
Religion in Esteem and Honor
Religion is in great esteem and honor in both the
millennial kingdom and the republic of Utopia.

The sphere of

religion--its place, its import, and its effects— in the
millennial society is a focus for Edwards' thinking.

He

depicts the religious scone for us v/ith evident feeling:

2'^'Horc, p. 122.
2'^Scott, "Introduct.'on," in Hero, Ute-^ia, p. xv.
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It shall be a time wherein religion shall in
every respect be uppermost in the world. It shall
be had in great esteem and honor. The saints have
hitherto for the most part been kept under, and^
wicked men have governed. But now they will be
uppermost. The kingdoms shall be given into the
hands of the saints of the Most High God," Can.
vii. 27. (sic) "And they shall reign on earth,"
Rev. V. 10. "They shall live and reign with Christ
a thousand years," Rev. xx. 4. In that day, such
persons as are eminent for true piety and religion,
. shall be chiefly promoted to places of trust and
authority. Vital religion shall then take possession of kings* palaces and thrones, and those who
are in highest advancement shall be holy men."2°
Authority and piety should be, and will be, conjoined, in
Edwards* view.
Indeed, in the millennial society, •*Kings shall employ
all their power and glory and riches, for the advancement of
the honor and glory of Christ, and the good of his church,"
Edwards writes.29

He includes even merchants and leaders of

commercial enterprises among those who will hold religion in
esteem, as he expounds on a passage from one of the Messianic
psalms:
And the great men of the world, and the rich
merchants, and others who have great wealth and
influence, shall devote all to Christ and his
church: Psal. xlv. 12, "The daughter of Type
shall be there with a gift, even the rich among
the people shall entreat thy favor."30
Tyre was a powerful Phoenician merchant city and port on the
Mediterranean, located south of Sidon.

It was especially

knovm for dyes, glassware, and metal works.

2®Edwards, I, P. 492.
292dwards, I, P. 492.
30Edwards, I, P. 492.

By extension,
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"the daughter of Tyre" is a biblical metaphor for the rich
merchants of the earth, as Edwards evidently takes it to
mean here.

.

"

The New England divine is particularly emphatic with
regard to the spiritual responsibilities of civil' rulers, as
the follov/ing passage from his Thoughts on the Revival of
Religion in Nev; England evince:
At such a time as this, vjhen God is setting his
king on his holy hill of Zion, or establishing his
dominion, or showing forth his regal glory from
thence, he expects that his visible people, v/ithout
exception, should openly appear to acknowledge him
in such a v/ork, and bov/ before him, but especially
does he expect this of civil rulers.3-'Edwards even predicates retribution to those civil authorities
who remain recalcitrant under the rule of Christ:
The day wherein God does in an eminent manner
send forth the rod of Christ's strength out of
Zion, that he m.ay rule in the midst of his enemies,
the day of his power, v/herein his people shall be
made willing, is also eminently a day of his wrath,
especially to such rulers as oppose him, or will
not bov/ to him.3^
Thus, Edwards implies a purging of recalcitrant rulers,
leaving a society in harmony under one Sovereign.

For the

duration of the millerinium the rulers will be m.en of religious convictions.
The state of affirs in Utopia betokens agreement
betv/een Here and Edwards on the im.pcrtance of holy men holding
Places of authority,

^riests have a very important function

3lEdv/ards, III, P. 324.
32ii:jv/ard3, III, ->. 325-
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in- the Utopian society, and they are scrupulously chosen.
Thdre are thirteen to each city.

Raphael Hythloday explains.

These are in charge of divine affairs, look
after religious matters"and act as moral censors.
It is considered a great disgrace for anyone to
be sumiQoned or rebuked by them for loose living.33
The priests have the power to excommunicate anyone who is
wicked or devoid of moral restraints in his conduct.

Any

Utopian so castigated is then liable to arrest and punishment
by the Senate for imoiety if repentance is not professed.
Among the Utopians no magistrate is given greater honor thsui
the priest.

In fact, priests who occasionally do commit

crimes are not brought to court but left to the providence of
God.

Utopian priests are honored not only among their own

people, but also among the people of foreign countries.
Hythloday declares unequivocally, "There has never been any
race so fierce, cruel and barbarous as not to consider the
priests* persons sacrosanct and untouchable."34
In Utopia there is an almost universal belief in a
divinity who is called "the father," to which divinity they
attribute "the beginnings, increases, advances, changes, and
ends of all things."

This Supreme Being is said to be

responsible for the creation and protection of the universe.
King Utopus, the founder of Utopia, gave certain strict
injuctions to insure the prevalence of religion throughout
the republic;

33r.:ore, PP. 115-11^.
34More, P. 118.
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'•' He issued severe and careful restrictions
against anyone's so falling ay/ay from the dignity
of human nature as to believe that the soul dies
with the body or that the world revolves by chance
without divine providence. And therefore they "
believe that after this life vice is punished and
virtue rev/arded. If anyone takes-the^^contrary
view, they do not even count hin as a human being,
since he has lowered the sublime nature of his
soul to the cheapness of a beast's body. . , So
\f a man is of this opinion, he is given no share
in public office, is entrusted v/ith no magistracy
and is nut in charge of no public administration.
Therefore he is despised en all sides as having
a mean and lazy nature.35
Thus Utopia is governed by men v/ho adhere to the religious
convictions instilled in them by the priests, and religion is
kept in high repute among the populace.
Thus v/e have tv/o v/riters of largely differing viewpoints
and persuasions, separated by over tv/o centuries in time, by
an ocean in geographical location, the one trained in biblical
exegesis and schooled in the writings of the Reformation
theologians, the other a scholar in the Greek classical works
and a leading English exponent of Renaissance Hur.anism., yet
both in agreement on certain qualities of an ideal society.
The ideal society, they agree, r^ust be knit by love and
harmony, must be enlightened by increased knowledge, must be
enriched v/ith all tokens of prosperity, and must be characterized by a genuine respect for religion.

The two streams of

thought influencing the American Iream, Humanism and
Puritanism, have these ideals in common.

35::ore, P P . 111-112.
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Differences
In spite of these obvious similarities in the societies
of Utopia and the millennium, there are differences*of greater
import between them.

These differences stem from the widely

divergent views of Jonathan Edwards and Sir Thomas More on
the nature of man.

An appropriate area for study and compar-

ison in order to understand their differences on this issue
is the moral philosophy dominating the societies they set
forth.
Holiness versus Hedonism
The millennial kingdom described by Edwards is characterized by prevailing holiness.

The millennium is what

Edwards calls the fulfillment of all the prayers of the saints
throughout history for the "deliverance, restoration and
prosperity of the church, and the advancement of God*s glory
and kingdom of grace in the world."3D

Edwards states that

this time is represented in the Scriptures as "a time of
general holiness:
righteous.*"

Isa. Ix. 21, *Thy people shall all be

Then for emphasis he adds, "And a time of great

prevailing of eminent holiness, when little children should,
in spiritual attainments, be as though they were * a hundred
years old,* Isa. Ixv. 20.

And wherein *he that is feeble

among God's people should be as David,' Zech. xii. 8."
Furthermore, Edv/ards asserts, holiness will extend to every
walk of life:

36Edwards. III, P. 453.

. • -^
A time wherein holiness should be as it were
inscribed on every thing, on all men's common
business and employments, and the common utensils
of life, all shall be dedicated to God, and improved
to holy purposes: Isa. xxiii. 18, "And her
merchandise and hire shall be holiness to the Lord.**
Zech. xiv. 20, 21, "In that day shall there be upon
the bells of the horses, Holiness unto the Lord;
and the pots in the Lord's house shall be like
the bowls before the alter; yea, every pot in
Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holiness unto the
Lord of hosts. . .37
When referring to the "holiness" of Physical objects, Edwards
is not implying that there is a virtue or power in the
objects themselves; he merely means that these objects are
devoted or set apart entirely for divine ^'service 6r for a
use bringing glory to God.

Holiness in people, on the other

hand, refers to moral excellence, as when Edwards declares.
It will be a time wherein vital piety shall
take possession of thrones and palaces, and those
that are in most exalted stations shall be eminent
in holiness:. Isa. xlix. 23, "and kings shall be
thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy
nursing mothers."38
Holiness, then, sets the tone for daily life in the millennium.
Holiness, as Edwards uses the term, is not to be equated
with the virtue More sneaks of in Utopia.

The former views

holiness as springing from the heart rather than the intellect;
that is, holiness issues from devotion rather than reason.
In his well-known report. Thoughts on the Revival of Religion
in New England, written in 1740 to refute rumors of undue
emotionalism in the revival which began in Northampton in

37Edwards, III, P P . 445-^-46.
38Edwards, III, P. 446.
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1735* Edwards confidently propounds.
All will allow that
has its seat chiefly in
the head: it therefore
been said already, that
holy affections.39
What are holy affections?

true virtue or holiness
the heart rather than in
follows, from what has
it consists chiefly,in

Edwards answers this query in his

extensive and Philosophic disquisition entitled A Treatise
Concerning Religious Affections:
Those affections that are truly holy, are
primarily founded on the loveliness of the moral
excellency of divine things. Or (to express it
otherwise) a love to divine things for the beauty
and sweetness of their moral excellency, is the
first beginning and spring of all holy affections.40
At this point in his Treatise Edwards launches into a discussion of the difference between true smd real moral
excellency and the "common and vulgar acceptations" of the
term "moral," digressing briefly to make a distinction between
natural good and evil and moral good and evil.
To give just an aper9u of his discussion on these distinctions:

Edwards argues that the word "moral" should not

be taken to mean an outward conformity to the duties of the
moral law, such as the last six of the ten commandments,
those regulating relationships between men, or to mean such
seeming virtues as honesty, generosity, good nature, public
spirit, etc., proceeding from what Edwards calls natural
principles.

Rather, by "moral" Edwards is referring to the

39Edwards, II, P. 280.
^^Edv/ards, III, P. 100.
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virtues that are more "inward, spiritual and divine," such as
holy faith, love, humility and heavenly-mindedness.

Lest his

readers should be confused about the meaning of the word
"moral" in the context of his definition for holy affections,
Edwards sets U P a contrast between moral good and evil and
naturar good and evil, as follows:

Moral evil is the evil of

sin, :the evil of that which is contrary to duty or to what
is right and ought to be.

Natural evil has nothing to do

with duty or rightness in conduct; natural evil is that which
is contrary to nature, such as suffering, pain, disgrace, or
natural defects, such as deformity or idiocy in children.
These things are contrary to the nature of both good and bad
men.

Moral good is that good in voluntary agents who are as

they ought to be and act as they ought to act, that is, they
act in the way which is right, suitable, and meriting love.
Natural good, on the other hand, has no connection to holiness;
natural good is that good which suits nature, such as pleasure,
honor, strength, speculative knowledge, human learning, and
policy, i. e., prudence in the conduct of public affairs.
Edwards posits that any intelligent, voluntary agent has both
moral and natural attributes.
ample of angels.

He illustrates with the ex-

The natural good that angels possess is

the great capacity of their understanding, their great
strength, and the honor given them by God as principalities
and powers in His kingdom.

The moral good of angels lies in

their perfect holiness and their pure and flaming love for
Cod, for the saints and for one another.

Edwards then pro-
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POses the same, categories for God's attributes.

God*s

natural attributes lie in His greatness, such as His power.
His knowledge. His state of being eternal. His omnipresence,
and His terrible majesty.

God*s moral attributes are those

which He evidences when He exercises His will as a voluntary
agent:

His righteousness, truth, faithfulness, and goodness.

Here, emphatically, Edwards sums U P the attributes displaying
God's moral good in one word:

holiness.^^

The following proposition concludes Edwards' argument
to this point:
Therefore holiness comprehends all the true
moral excellency of intelligent beings: there is
no other true virtue, but real holiness. Holiness
comprehends all the true virtue of a good man, his
love to God, his gracious love to men, his justice,
his charity, and bowels of mercies, his gracious
meekness and gentleness, and all other true
Christian virtues that he has, belong to holiness.42
This is Edwards' moral Philosophy in its clearest and'most
forthright expression; this is the ethical system that undergirds and permeates the millennial society he describes.
The moral philosophy which dominates in the thinking of
the Utopians, and which, presumably, reflects More's own
worldview, is a mild and benign hedonism.

In contrast to the

pietistic millennial citizens, the Utopians define the whole
or greatest part of human happiness in terms of pleasure.
They believe that a lesser pleasure should not stand in the

^^Edwards, III, pp. 100-101.
^2Edwards, III, P P . 101-102.
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way of a greater, .and that no pleasure should be sought v/hich
will result in pain.

They consider it madness to pursue

difficult virtue and to endure pain willingly, from V/hich no
profit can be expected.

They believe that not all pleasure

leads to happiness, but only that v/hich is good and honorable.
Man's-nature, they say, is drav/n to good and honorable
pleasure by virtue.^3

This "good and honorable" Pleasure

is thus the summum bonum.

Virtue is defined as "living in

accordance with nature" or living "According to nature's
prescription," for which purpose, the Utopians believe, God
created man.
In following reason when making a choice concerning a
course of action, one is also following the lead of nature.
Reason urges man to lead a life with minimum of worry and a
maximum of joy, and to offer to help others attain the same
end, in accordance v/ith nature.

The most humane virtue, most

appropriate to man, is to lessen the misery of others by
restoring them to joy, or in other v/ords, they say, to pleasure.

Nature v/ould also urge a m.an to do the same for himself.

The Utopians say that there are only two possibilities
with regard to a life of joy, that is, of pleasure:

either

it is evil and to be avoided, or else it is good and to be
sought for others and for oneself.

The life of joy, that ia,

of pleasure is prescribed to us by nature as the end of all

^ 3 A similar con~tellaticn of beliefs v/as held by the
Cneida Community under John bhjmphr?y h'oye:?.. See Chapter II-..
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our activities.

Nature, they say, encourages mankind to help

one another "to a happier life, exhorting individuals not to
seek their ovm advantage to the extent.of producing disadvantages for others.
The incentive for observing private agreements and public
laws is also pleasure.

Laws have been sanctioned for sharing

the advantages of life, the material of pleasure.

Provided

that the individual does not break these laws, he is considered
wise to procure his own advantage.

Self-^deprivation of

pleasure in order to increase that of others is compensated
for by the pleasure of the affection and goodwill of those
benefited by the giver.

Furthermore, according to the Utopians,

God will repay with undying joy every act of self-denial in
behalf of the pleasure of others.

Thus all actions, including

virtues, look toward pleasure as their final state of happiness.

In summary, nature teaches man that his end is pleasure,

joy or happiness.

Reason and virtue are the mean to this end.^^

Man's end. More postulates, is his happiness:

God's end

in creating man was to see him attain happiness via pleasure
via virtue.

In Edwards' thinking, virtue is only to be

equated with holiness, and the conceptual framework underlying the term "holiness" is radically different from More's
concent of nature, reason, and virtue.

Thus, whereas Jonathan

Edwards views virtue as holiness founded on and springing from
the moral excellency or holiness of God, the Creator of nature.

44More, PP. 74-75.
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Sir Thomas Mor43 sees, virtue as aji attribute arising from man's
response to nature, that is, man's use of his reason. Edwards,
r'

in his polemical work. The Great Christian-Doctrine of
Original Sin Defended, maintains that thos^ who partake of
the blessings of the Messiah's kingdom will be given a new
nature, that is, there will be an entirely different principle
controlling the will, imparting holiness:
But what can Christ have respect to in this,
unless such prophecies as that-in Ezek. xxxvi. 26,
26, 27? Where God, by the prophet, speaking of
the days of the Messiah's kingdom, says, "Then
will I sprinkle clean water unon you, and ye shall
be clean—A new heart also will I give you, and a
new spirit will I put within you—and I will put
my Spirit within you." Here God speaks of
having a new heart and spirit, by being washed
with water, and receiving the Spirit of God,
as the qualification of God's people, that shall
enjoy the privileges of the kingdom of the
Messiah.45
In the Utopian society such a radical transformation is
supererogatory, since man's end is still defined within
himself.

By the unhindered suasion of reason, man finds

self-realization in his own pleasure.
Peace versus War
Peace has always been one of the most deeply cherished
hopes of mankind in connection with an ideal society.

The

horrors of warfare have no place in the minds of those who
yearn for a better world.

Both Edwards and More have much to

say on the place of peace and war in the respective societies
they set forth.

The difference, hov/ever, is profound.

^^Edwards, II. o. 469-
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Jonathan Edwards envisioned a world at peace in the
coming millennium.
destroyed.

Weapons and arsenals of arms would be

Suspicion and fear between nations would"cease.

Men would live in quietness at home rather than being kept
in large standing armies nosed for bellicose action.

His

description in the Hist<}rv of the Work of Redemption
epitomizes the Puritan hone for the future of the nations:
Those will be times of great peace and love.
There shall then be universal peace and' a good
understanding among the nations of the world,
instead of such confusion, wars and bloodshed,
as have hitherto been from one age to another:
Isa.' ii. 4, "And he shall judge among the nations,
and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat
their swords into ploughshares, and their spears
into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift UP
sword against nations, neither shall they learn
war: any more. "
Edwards describes a world in which military science, the
"art of war," is prohibited by the Prince of Peace, and
furthermore, made unnecessary.

For,

. . . it is represented as if all instruments
of war should be destroyed, as being become
useless; Psal. xlvi. 9, "Ke maketh wars to cease
unto the end of the earth: he breaketh the bow,
and cutteth the soear in sunder, he bumeth the
chariot in the fire." Then shall all nations
dwell quietly and safely without fear of any
enemy. Isa. xxxii. 18. "And my^people shall
dwell in quiet resting places."^^
Edwards quotes these very verses in another work. Union in
Prayer, when discussing motives for uniting in prayer for
the millennium.

He says it will be:

A time of wonderful union, and the most
universal peace, love and sweet harmony; wherein

^^Edwards, I, p. 493.
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- nations shall beat their^swords into ploughshares,
etc., and God will cause v/ars to ce^e tc the
ends of the earth, ajid'break the bow and cut the
spear in sunder, and burn thejchaript in the fire;
and the niountains shall bring^ forth peace to
God's people... .47
There will be absolute internal and international harmony,
as it will be "a time wherein the whole earth shall be united
as one holy city, one heavenly family, men of all nations
shall as it were dwell- together and sweetly correspond one
with another, as brethren and children of the same father."^°
Peace, then, is universal in the millennium Edwards describes.
Sir Thomas More was distressed by the results of the
ravages of war in Renaissance Europe.

As a Humanist he

abhorred war, yet he did not completely eliminate war from the
lives of his brainchildren, the Utopians.

In his chapter

"On Warfare" More begins by stating their attitude toward
war:
They absolutely detest war and battles as being
quite beastly and employed by no kind of beast as
constantly as man. Contrary to the custom of
practically all nations, they think nothing so
inglorious as the glory gained in war. •'9
However, Utopians live surrounded by nations that do still
wage war, and which have a foreign policy still largely
based on war, so that war becomes necessary on occasions even
in Utopia.

Some of the reasons v/hich Utopians consider

^7Edwards, III. n. 446.
^•-S^dwards, III. n. 446.
^^More. p. 97.
^ ^ » TECH UBMRY
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. justifiable occasions for war are to protect .their own territory, to drive off an enemy who has invaded the land of their
friends, to free a people oppressed by tyranny from the yoke
and slavery of the tyrant, and to help their friends avenge
wrongs done to them.

An additional motive for war is

criminal acts perpetrated against Utopian citizens in foreign
countries.

Hythloday underscores this, saying, "But if any

of their citizens'are maimed in any country or killed,
whether that is done by public or private plan, they investigate the matter through envoys.

Unless the offenders are

handed over, they cannot be restrained from declaring war
immediately."50

Their policy is not one of isolationism,

by any means.
Utopians take war seriously and prepare for it.

For

instance, as Hythloday informs the fictitious More, "The
Utopians, both men and women, on fixed days give themselves
to constant military training to keep themselves in practice
for the time when war is necessary."^^

They have carefully

devised stratagems for achieving victory by whatever means
possible.

These means include the bribing of enemy citizens

to assassinate the enemy leaders; the bribing of those
proscribed enemy leaders themselves to work for the Utopians;
the sowing of seeds of discord among the enemy's political
leadership, producing domestic factions; and the incitement

50More, P. 99.
^^r.Iore, p. 97.
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. . of the enemy's neighbors.to..conflict with him by digging U P
old legal claim^.

They pay out lavish amounts of gold and

silver to mercenary armies to fight their enemies. Lastly,
they send in their o,y/n troops.
Edwards depicts the millennium as a time of brotherhood
among nations.

More, in constrast. exalts Utopia for its

astuteness in the manipulation of other nations, both in
their internal affairs and their foreign relations. Particularly does he praise Utopia's treatment of the nation of
Zapoletes.

These rude, savage, uncultivated people have no

marketable skill other than warfare.

The Utopians hire them

as mercenary soldiers and expose them to the greatest dangers,
so that many never return to claim their salaries.

More

adds,
For just as they seek good men to use, so the
Utopians seek these worst of men to abuse. . . Nor
do they care how many of these they send to their
death, as they believe that they would earn the
deepest thanks of the human race if they could
cleanse the earth of all the filth of a people
so foul and v/icked.52
It is ironic that More condemns the Zanoletes for their bellicose disposition, yet praises the Utopians for using them
in their v/ars.
In contrast to the ban on military science and accumulation of weapons that prevails during the millerjiium, a
policy of full-scale military training and arms manufacturing
exists in Utopia.

They manufacture armor, arrov/s, axes, and

52i.:ore, pp. 102-103.
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engines of war.

The training of the soldiers includes swim-

ming in full armor.

Much of the Utopians' ingenuity is used

in the invention of easily maneuverable engines of war.
In the millennium Edwards v/rites about, Christ Himself
will put an end to all wars and establish peace.

In the

republic of Utopia, on the other hand, the religious order,
that is, the community of priests, prevent unnecessary bloodshed in war itself, but are pov/erless to prevent the onset
of hostilities.53
In effect,, the difference between the philosophies Edwards and More held on war and peace can be stated as
"revealed law" versus "the law of nature."

Edwards refers

to the purity of God's "institutions" prevailing during the
millennial dispensation.54

By this he means that social

contracts, such as those between parents and children,
between rulers and ruled, between the rulers of different
states, as well as those among peers, co-workers, and acquaintances, those between merchants and buyers, and those between
nations will all be based on "revealed law" or God's Principles
for human conduct.

War, which alv/ays begins with factious-

ness within a social unit or rivalry betv/een tv/o or more
separate social units, will never break out in a society in
which even the seeds of discord are obviated by such strong
bonds of harmony.

53i,:ore, p. 17.
^'^Edwards, III, P. 447.
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More, on the other hand, conceived of his ideal society
as a republic par excellenceramong other nations devoid of
the excellent statutes, institutions and government that
Utopia enjoyed.

He did not conceive of an ideal world, but

only of an ideal society within the imperfect world we live
in.

In foreign policy, Utopia's interests come first, as

their policy on land illustrates:
But if by any chance the numbers swell beyond
the limit for the whole island, they choose citizens
from any city and with their own lav/s set UP a
colony on the nearby mainland, wherever the inhabitants who wish to live with them. . . But those
who refuse to live by their lav/s they drive out
of the boundaries they mark out for themselves.
If they resist, they go to war against them.55
The justification offered for this policy is none other than
the "law of nature":
For they think it is the justest reason for
war when any nation refuses to others the use and
possession of that land which it does not use
itself, but own in empty idleness, when the others
by the law of nature ought to be nourished from

it. 56
The law of nature here invoked might be restated simply as
Vmight makes right."

The disparity betv/een Utopia's ethics

of polity and its ethics governing personal conduct, both
based on the laws of nature self-evident to reason, is an
issue that More does not discuss.
Universal Kingdom versus Local Republic
Jonathan Edwards states explicitly that the millennial

55^iOre, P. 58.
5^r,:ore. p. 53.
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kingdom will be universal in extent.

It will not be an

isolated society, nor yet a major pov/er bloc in the world;
all humanity will be under the aegis of Christ. Edv/ards
belabors the point that this kingdom is "universal":
The visible kingdom of Satan shall be overthrov/n
and the kingdom of Christ set U P in the ruins of it,
everyv/here throughout the v/hole habitable globe.5/
He then amplifies the description of his concept of the
universality of the kingdom:
There are many Passagesof Scripture that can be
understood in no other sense. V/hat can be more
universal than that in Isa. xi. 9, "For the earth
shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the
waters cover the sea." As much as to say, as there
is no part of the channel or cavity of the sea
anyv/here, but v/hat is covered with v/ater; so there
shall be no part of the v/orld of mankind but v/hat
shall be covered with the knowledge of God. So
it is foretold in Isa. xlv. 22, that all the ends of
the earth shall look to Christ and be saved. And
to shov/ that the v/ords are to be understood in the
most universal sense, it is said in the next verse,
"I have sworn by myself, the v/crd is gone out of
my mouth in righteousness, and shall not return,
that unto me every knee shall bov/, every tongue
swear."58
Edwards defines the extent of Christ*s dominion in such terms
that even men on other planets would not be excluded.

Any

person in the universe will be in the kingdom.:
So the mxst universal expression is used,
Dan. vii. 27, "and the kingdom and dominion, and
the greatness of the kingdom, under the v/hole heaven,
shall be given to the people of the saints of the
Host High God." You see the expression includes
all under the v/hole heaven. "59

57Edwards, III, P. 447.
^^Edv/ards, III, P. 447.
^^Edwardn, I, o. 433.
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The millennium will not be a temporary social experiment with
uncertain outcome; it will be the culmination of human society
and government:

at once the time of its greatest glory and

its final stage before the beginning of a new age.

The same

quotations make it equally clear that Edwards has in mind a
monarchical form of government.

He sees the millennium as a

kingdom with Jesus Christ as King, although he believes that
Christ will not reign personally and visibly, but through His
church.
Edwards did not conceive of a republic as a ideal state
because he saw the people as an aggregate of individuals,
each one prone to evil rather than good.

It is not only the

rollers who are dominated by pride in Edwards* worldview;
everybody is subject to the same vices and faults regardless
of his station in life.

Edwards saw a monarchy as the

solution to man*s social problems.

Not that he was oblivious

to the same evils of despotism More complains about in Book
One of Utopia; on the contrary, he was aware of these evils
and wrote of them.

For instance, Edwards lays the following

charge to the kings of France:
After many cruelties had been exercised toward
the Protestants in that kingdom, there was begun a
persecution of them in the year 1571. in the reign
of Charles IX, King of France. It began with a
cruel massacre, wherein 70,000 Protestants were
slain in a few days* time, as the king boasted:
and in all this persecution, he slew as is
supposed, 300,000 martyrs. . . But all these
persecutions v/ere, for exquisite cruelty, far
exceeded by those which followed in the reign of
Lewis XIV., which indeed are supposed to exceed all
others that ever have been; and being long
continued, by reason of the long rei^^n of that king.
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almost wholly extirpated the ^rotestant religion
out of that kingdom.^0
However, Edv/ards did not conceive of the problem as lying in
the office or the power of the king, but in the individual
king's character.
would cease.

With Christ as King, all such injustices

His judgment could be trusted for all matters

of state, v/ithout fears of inequity.

There v/ould be no v/ars

for self-aggrandizement, for all would already belong to the
King.
»

Thomas Llore, basing his ideas on Plato's Republic, has
in mind a republican form of government.

It is to extend no

further than the island of Utopia and any conquered neighboring territory that is in Utopian possession.
government is the follov/ing:

The form of

Every thirty households elect

a magistrate from among themselves called a phylarch.

Cver

every ten phylarchs and the households they represent a
protophylarch rules. Whether these are elected or appointed
by higher authorities I/Iore does not tell us.
total of tv/o hundred phylarchs.

There are a

The public nominates four cf

these for the presidency, one from each quarter of the city.
By secret ballot the phylarchs vote for one of these four
candidates for President.

Cnce elected, the President holds

his office for life, usually.

The orotophylarchs arc elactcd

every year.
The reason I.^ore envisions a republic rather than a mon-

^OEdv/ards, I, P P . 465-46r.
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archy can be found in the policies of the auto'crats of his
day.

More himself would be decapitated because he opposed

the whims of Henry VIII.

More believed that centralized power

led ..to inept government, rapacity, greed, and war.

By

keeping the power in the hands of the. people and a large body
of representatives of the people, the opportunity for corruption would not arise.

The people could be trusted; an indivi-

dual ruler was prone to become despotic.

The people would

naturally make wise decisions for the good of the whole,
whereas a monarch would make decisions based on personal
gratification, often to the detriment of his subjects.

For

More, the very-position a ruler held was a source of
corruption.
More seems, however, to have a vague notion of the kind
of society which Edwards envisions:

a kingdom under Christ

that would include the whole world.

Near the end of the

fictitious dialogue between Hythloday and More, the former
declares,
Nor does it occur to me to doubt that the whole
wo:
laws
to know what"was best^and. with his great kindnesg.
could not fail to advise what he knew to be best.
More can envision a universal kingdom administered with
wisdom and kindness by Christ; however, the principles He
would uphold would be the laws of Utopia.

More equates the

laws of Utopia with that which Christ knows to be best.

^^More, p. 125.

For
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More, Christ has the authority and the wisdom to administer
such a world-wide dominion, and He concurs with the principles
for human society that More hasi^laid down.
Utopia, Mare-!tells us, was gtven^ its.present name by its
conqueror, Utopus.

"It was he who brought his rough and rude

people to that high point of culture and civilization whereby
they now surpass practically all other men," Hythloday informs
us.

King Utopus (it is ironic that the ideal republic began

as a kingdom) was a wise man who excelled in all areas of
knowledge. He laid down the entire plan for the capital city
1760 years before Hythloday visited it. He also laid dovm a
law on religious toleration still practiced among Utopians in
Hythloday's time. His rationale was as follows:
, Utopus introduced this law not merely to preserve
peace, which he saw completely overthrovm by constant
strife and inextinguishable hatred, but also because
he thought that such an enactment would further the
cause of religion. . . Even if one (view) alone were
true and all others idle, he easily foresaw that,
provided the matter is handled with wisdom and
moderation, the force of the truth must eventually
arise and stand out.^2
Utopus saw himself as a champion of the truth, by whose prudential management truth would rise to the fore. Although
Utopus did not claim to have knowledge of the truth, he
believed that his wise laws would make its eventual advent
possible.
Edwards states that the establishment of the millennial
Kingdom will not come about as the result of the wisdom of

^%:ore, p. 111.
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statesmen or by any kind of provisions or-regulations on the
part cf men.

learning will also be futile in effecting the

realization of this kingdom.

Edv/ards believed, as did John

Cotton and John Cwen, that the coming cf the Kingdom v/ould
be accomplished by the "preaching of the spiritual, mysterious doctrines of Christ crucified, which to the learned men
of this v/orld are foolishness."

Ke expresses his ideas of

the relationship of man's efforts to the coming of the
millennium in these terms:
Though mankind be fallen into such darkness,
and the v/orld be mostly in the kingdom of darkness; yet the Scripture often sneaks of a glorious
day, wherein light shall fill the earth. "For
behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and
gross darkness the people; but the Lord shall
arise uoon thee, and his glory shall be seen
uPon thee. And the Gentiles shall come to thy
light, and kings to the brightness of thy
rising," Isa. Ix. 2, 3. . . By what we have
heard, we may on good grounds conclude, that
whenever this is accomplished, it will not be
effected by human learning, or by the skill or
wisdom of great m^en. -^
Edwards believes that human learning is actually a hindrance
rather than a help to the progress toward the establishment
of the kingdom, and that those in authority, "the princes of
the world." have no concept whatsoever of the doctrines that
will then prevail.

Since neither learning nor the wisdom of

the world rulers and leaders can bring about the millennium
64
of peace, it must be a work of God's Spirit.
Thus Edwards

63Edwards. IV, P. 32.
Edw<ircs. IV, n. 32.

would have ridiculed Utopus* effcrts as cf no avail in advancing his nation tow^d the truth.

Furthermore, Edwards would

consider More*s high opinion-of his principles for human
society, rules that he felt"Christ Himself would acknowledge
as best, as being only evidence of insufferable human pride.
Christianity versus Deism
Edwards firmly maintains, in all his writings on the
subject, that in order for the millennium of Christ*s kingdom
to be set UP, there first has to be an overthrow of Satan's
visible kingdom on earth.

He does not,describe exactly how

this overthrow will take place, but he does assure his readers
that after the victory, "The word of God shall have a speedy
and swift progress throughout the earth."

This victory will

be "a most glorious display of divine power."

Edwards in-

cludes most of the prevalent religious tendencies in
eighteenth-century England in his categories of heresies:
Heresies, and infidelity, and superstition,
among those who have been brought UP under the
light of the gospel, will then be abolished. Then
there will be an end of Socinianism, and Arianism.
and Quakerism, and Arminianisn; and Teism. which
is now so bold and confident in infidelity, shall
then be crushed, and driven away, and vanish tc
nothing; and all shall agree in the same great
and important doctrines of the gospel; agreeable
to that in Zech. xiv. 9: "And the Lord shall be
king over all the earth: in that day shall there
be one lord, and his name one." Then shall be
abolished all superstitious ways of worship, and
all shall agree in worshioping God in his cv.n ways:
Jer. xxxii. 39, "And I will give them one heart
and one v;ay, that they may fear me forever, for
the good of thorn, and of their children after
them."^5

^^^dwards, I, P. 486.
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Edwards places special emphasis on deism as a heresy to be
abolished; in his mind it is an enemy of the true faith.

Gn

the positive side, unity and agreement will be the hallmark
of the time:

"one heart auid one way."

In The Work of Redemption Edwards gives his own concise
definition of deism.

As this definition will also prove

useful in studying the religion More sets forth for the Utopians, it is worth quoting here.

Edwards delineates the tenets

of the deists as follows:
The Deists wholly cast off the Christian
religion, and are professed infidels. They are
not like the Heretics, Arians, Socinians, and
others, who ovm the Scriptures.to be the word of
God, and hold the Christian religion to be the
true religion, but only deny these and these
fundamental doctrines of the Christian religion:
they deny the whole Christian religion. Indeed,
,they ovm the being of God; but deny that Christ
was the Son of God, and say he was a mere cheat;
and so they say all the prophets and apostles
were: and they deny the whole Scripture. They
deny that any of it is the word of God. They
deny any revealed religion, or any word of God
at all; and say that God has given mankind no
other light to walk by but their ovm reason.6"
The key points for the purposes of our discussion are the
denial of revelation from God to man and the exaltation of
reason as sufficient for a correct understanding of the
Divine Being and man*s duty.
The principal observation at first glance, of the religious scene in Utopia is the diversity of religions, as even
the title of Chapter Nine would suggest:

66Edwards, I, P. 467.

"Cn the Religions
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of the Utopians."

In Utopia many people are not even what

Edwards would call deists; they are what he would classify as
heathen or idolaters.

More's description of them is"the

following:
They have different religions not merely in the
island but even in single cities. Some worship the
sun as a god, Others the moon or any of the planets.
Some look U P to a man, not only as a god, but as the
highest god, if he was famed for virtue or glory
long ago.
Interestingly, even those who worship these diverse objects
or people as gods all agree on one point:
They believe that there is one Supreme Being
who is responsible for the creation and protection
of the universe. They all agree in calling him
Mythra in their native tbngue, but they.disagree
in having different conceptions of him.^7
The "heathen" even agree with the deists on the belief in
Mythra.

Mythra, however, is not an objective reality; he is

subjective, conditioned by the various individual conceptions
of him.

He simply is whatever he is conceived to be.

More

explains, "Each man thinks that whatever he considers the
Supreme Power is that selfsame person to whose divinity and
majesty alone all nations assign the sum of all things."
Mythra, thus, is flexible and adaptable to the multiple conceptions of different nations and cultures.
There is a much larger section of the population than the
"heathen."

These are the more intelligent, advanced members

of the populace.

More points out:

61More, p. 108.
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But by far the largest section of the population, and wisest tec, adheres tc none of the.se
beliefs, but thinks that there is a certain single
divinity, unknov/n eternal, boundless, inexplicable,
beyond the understanding of the human mind, diffused
through the whole universe in virtue, not bulk.
They call him "the father." To this one divinity
they attribute the beginning, increases, advances,
changes and ends of all things.^^
These people v/orship'a divinity, More tells his readers, who
is unknown and unknowable.

He is powerful and impersonal.

An enigma in the Utopian society is the conflicting
goals of the priesthood and the moral philosophers.

More

never states that there is any«^friction or differences of
opinion, but a review of the purposes of these two groups
shows a divergence in goals.

V/hile the priesthood measures

morality or defines goodness in terms of society as a whole,
the Utopian moral philosophers define goodness in terms of
individual pleasure.

The priests exalt the collective body

of people and minimize the individual; the moral philosophers
exalt the individual, but encourage seeking the good of
others or of society as a worthwhile secondary aim.

The

individual Utopian citizen, it might be supposed, is left in
confusion, without a higher authority to consult.
There is a considerable difference in the practice of
worship between Utopia and the millennial society.

Edwards

says that the millennium will ce a tim.e when unity will prevail
in the practices of v/crship, v/hen "all superstitious ways cf
worship shall be abclish.c^d, and all agree in worshioping one

^Si.Iore,.-'. 108.
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God* in his .own appointed way, and agreeable to the Purity of
his institutions.**

Diversity prevails in Utonia.

Public

worship is viewed as a time to bring as much unity as possible
to the diversity of sects and worship practices.

One way of

doing this is keening the ritual performed in the church
buildings as non-doctrinaire and general in application as
possible, to prevent any offense to adherents of a particular
dogma or practice.

More explains how it is managed in these

words:
Since religion is not the same for them all,
and yet they all take the form, however varied and
manifold they are, of coming by different ways to
the goal of worship of the divine nature, therefore
there is nothing seen or heard*in the churches
which would not fit them all alike. If any sect
ha? its own special rite, each man performs it in
his own home. The public rites they manage in .
such a way as to take nothing from the private.^9
Thus, divine nature is honored by a form of worship that is
structured to be all-inclusive, to fit the wishes of the
entire population.
Utopians have no assurance that their religion is the
true one, although they earnestly hone that it is.

In More*s

description of Utopian worship he refers to their religion
as one they hope and pray to be the "truest" and the "most
correct."

The Utopian worshipper prays that "God*s goodness

will bring it to his knowledge if he is in any way wrong in
this, and if there is anything better than his country and
M s religion and more acceptable to God."

69More, P. 118.

Utopians, in other
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wcrds, feel that they ewe reverence and honor to a Supreme
Power who is the "author*of creation and guidance cf the
world," but they are not certain about the way to express
this reverence.

More describes their god as one whose will

is "inscrutable" and suggests that there may be something in
Utopia*s variety of religions that pleases him.

This is why

Edwards' definition of the term "deism" is appropriate to
describe Utopian religion, even though More antedates the
deism of the eighteenth century; for in all its various forms,
it denies "revealed religion, or any word of God at all" and
supposes that "God has given mankind no other light to walk
by but their own reason."
Edwards envisions a society in which Christianity is not
just a religion, but the whole v/ay of life.

Christ is not to

be only a moral teacher to edify the moral aspects of life;
as Savior and riead of the Millennial church. He will be the
very reason and foundation for the society*s existence.
More envisions a society with the best of all possible religions, a broad catholic framework of theological doctrine
and ethical injunctions allov/ing for diversity and tolerance,
with the end of creating a stable, lasting harmonious and
unified republic.

CHAPTER III
EFFECTS OF MILLENARIANISM AND
UTOPIANISM ON THE AMERICAN DREAM
Colonial Millenarianism
The men who established the colonies in New England were
Puritans holding the same worldview that Jonathan Edwards
would espouse more than a century later.

From the beginning,

as they set forth their hopes for the New World, it v^s
evident that they believed that America would be the birth
Place for the millennial kingdom.

Cantain Edward Johnson's

invitation to English Puritans to come to the "new heaven and
new earth" in America exemplifies this millennial hope:
Oh yes! oh yes! oh yes! All you the people
of Christ that are here Oppressed, Imprisoned and
scurrilously derided, gather yourselves together,
your Wifes and little ones, and answer to your
several Names as you shall be shipped for His
service, in the Western World, and more especially
for Planting the united Colonies of new England. . .
Know this is the place where the Lord will create
a hew Heaven and a new Earth, in new Churches, and
a new Commonwealth together.
Taking Governor John Winthrop's statements concerning the
Purpose of the Massachusetts Bay Colony as his basis Perry
Miller restates the ^uritan hope as an ideal society that
would serve Europe as a model for its ovm adoption:

ICaptain Edward Johnson, A History of New England, or
Wonder-working "Providence of Sions Saviour (London. 1654)7
quoted in Frederic I. Carpenter. American Literature and the
Dream (New York: 'Philosophical Library. 1953) » '^. 5-
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Winthrop was aware of this aspect of the missionfully conscious cf it. "Fcr we must Consider that wee
shall be as a City upon a Hill, the eies of all people
are upon us.". . . This errand was being run for the
sake cf Reformed Christianity; and while the first aim
was indeed to realize in America the due form of
government,.both civil and ecclesiastical, the aim
behind that aim was tc vindicate the most rigorous
ideal of the Reform.ation, so that ultimately all
Europe would imitate England.^
Thus, the ^early leaders of New England were not only millenarians, but were visionaries who held to the ed:rliest form
of the American Dream:

that America was to be the fountain-

head from which the millennial kingdom would spread to the
ends of the earth.
The American Dream soon took shape, as writers began to
outline their plans for an ideal government.

Vernon L.

Parrington, Jr. sees a direct correlation between these early
written formulations of ideal societies and Sir Thomas More''is
Utopia:
From the very beginning this new land was a
symbol for man*s aspirations. . . The new world
made men dream, and some of them put their dreams
on paper. Sir Thomas More's dream of a perfect
government caught men's fancy.3
Yet an exam.ination of the work of the first such visionary,
John Eliot, evinces that the roots of this ideal society arc
in the Bible rather than in Utopia.

Eliot believed that the

guidelines for the perfect government had already been

Sillier. Errand. PP. 11-12.
-^Vernon Louis ^arringtcn. Jr., American I reams: A Study
of American Utopias (New York: Russ'-'ll I- hussell. 19^^).
pp. 3-4.
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revealed in scripture, as Edwards would similarly posit
eighty years later. '
f

r-

John Eliot's book was entitled The Christian Commonwealth , or. The Civil "^olicy of the Rising Kingdom of Jesus
Christ.

Printed in 1659 in London, it was the result of

Eliot's many years of missionary service among the Indians
of New England, a people whom he described as "without any
form of government."

His book was meant to meet this need

in a pragmatic way by describing a government following "the
exact and written word of God."

Harrington cautions against

viewing Eliot as a utonian:
John Eliot would have been unhappy if he had
been labeled a utooian, for he thought of himself
as a practical man of God. who knew how to take ^
positive action in his relations with fellow men.
Eliot's ideal Christian Commonwealth does not have a legislative body; instead, a highly organized judicial system is
called for.

Two basic assumptions in this commonwealth are

"first, that Christ is King of Kings; and, second, that all
laws must 'arise and flow from the Word of God.'"

Man,

corrupt by nature, is unable to improve upon any of God's
decrees.

"There remained, then, only to provide a system of
9

magistrates."^
Eliot carefully describes a plan of lower and higher
judicial bodies, based on Moses' choice of rulers of

^Parrington, P. 6.
5Harrington, P. 8.
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thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens described in the book
of Exodus.

The highest body, which is authorized to review

decisions of all lower bodies, is a Supreme Council "made U P
of "a convenient number of the most holy and able men" whose .
duty it is "to supervise all rulers" and to serve as a
supreme court of interpretation."^
Eliot's book v/as banned in England and the American
colonies in I66I because Eliot questioned the divine right
of kings to rule.

Nevertheless, even today it stands as an

early example of extreme theocratic thought.

His theocracy

seemed workable, but? as Harrington notes, "this is a Christian
Utopia, wherein only Christians might dwell. . ."7
The next major period of chiliastic thinking and rhetor•

- t

ic was the period prior to, during, and immediately following
the Great Awakening.

The Reverend Mr. Jonathan Edwards was

the foremost expositor of millenarianism, but more:

he

boldly proclaimed America, yes, even New England, to be the
Place where the millennium would take its rise.

"This new

world is probably now discovered," wrote Edwards exuberantly,
"that the new and most glorious state of God's church on
earth might commence there; that God might in it begin a new
world in a spiritual respect, when he creates the new heaven
and new earth."^

Edwards argues his point from both scripture

^Eliot, quoted in "'arrington, P. 9*
'^''arrington, P. 9^Edwards, III, P. 31^.
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and logic.

He combines both methods in his apologia for the

Northampton Revival of 1739 (a prelude of the Great Awakening
of 1741) entitled "Thoughts on the Revival of Religion in N^w
Eh^and" .(1740):

America, he points out, had been a wilder-

ness; now it would become a paradise:
When God is about to turn the earth into a
Paradise, he does not begin his work where there is
sotee good growth? already, but in a wilderness where
nothing grows, and nothing is to be s&en but dry
sand, and barren rocks; that the light may shine
out of darkness, and the world be renlinished from
emptiness and the earth watered by springs from a
droughty desert; agreeably to many prophecies of
Scripture, as Isa. xxxii. 15: "Until the Spirit
be poured from on high and the wilderness become
a fruitful field."9
Edwards posits that in order to balance things, since the Old
World had enjoyed such glory and privileges in earlier times,
now the focus of world attention must turn to the New World.
Aside from these general considerations about America,
Edwards sees significance in the particular spiritual awakening then in progress in Northampton.

A syllogism somewhat

of this nature emerges as his conclusion:
millennium in a wilderness.

God will begin the

America is such a wilderness.

Therefore, America is v/here God will begin the millennium:
It is not unlikely that this work of God's
Spirit that is so extraordinary and wonderful, is
the dawning, or at least, a prelude of that glorious work of God, so often foretold in Scripture,
which in the progress and issue of it shall renew
the world of mankind.1^

9Edwards, III, P. 315*
^^Edwards, III, P. 313.
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Edwards takes his position a step further, and argues for New
England as the starting point for ther millennial kingdom:
And if we may suppose that this glorious viork
of God shall begin in any part of America, I think
if we consider^the circumstances-of tljfe settlement
of New England, it must needs appear the most likely
of all American colonies, to be the place where thiswork shall principally take its rise.^1
Thus, Edwards is clearly an outspoken advocate for Araerica as the location of the ideal society. It appears that
this aspect of the New England divine is often slighted by
modem anthologists of American literature.
Alan Heimert finds a trend of major importance for the
future United States beginning with Edwards* bold proclamation:
His theme, essentially, was that the Old World
had had its chance, wasted it in seeking to destroy
the Church, and that, concurrently with the Reformation, God had opened the "new world" to mankind
"in order to make way for the introduction of the
church's latter day glory—which is to have its
first seat in, and is to take its rise from, that
new world." In a sense. Edwards* belief represented
a revival of the Puritan idea of New England as a
"city on a hill," but in fact it marked a radical
departure in the thinking of American Protestatism.
America was no longer committed to a merely partial
role, however exemplary, in the history of the
Church, but rather to the proposition. . . that
Northampton--the site of the first revival-was the spiritual center of Christendom."^
And Edwards was not the only millenarian prophet of that day.
In 1741 Thomas Foxcroft clearly implied that America*s special
role in the millenarian history was revealed by the Awakening.

llEdv/ards, III, P. 3l6.
^^Heimert, P. 9^.
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He hailed the beneficent prospects of the day of grace in his
preface to Jonathan Dickinson's True Scripture-Doctrine,
quoting from Cotoon Mather*s Theonolis Americana, "in which
it had been announced that one day Amirica would be the seat
of the Lord's Kingdom, a New Jerusalem whose streets were
paved with gold."^-^
Heimert shows how this theme began to have very tangible
political effects among the post-Awakening Calvinists.

It

led, he says, to political unification among the colonists
and to a strong hope for a better society.

The events of

history seemed to confirm rather than to deny the millennial
hopes of Americans.

In short, there seemed to be all the

makings for a synthesis of theology and politics, as Heimert
explains:
V/hat made it possible for post-Awakening Calvinists to cling so tenaciously to a belief in the
coming Kingdom was the discernible tendency of
American history. Their faith was grounded, ultimately, on the fact that at nearly every point in
the late eighteenth-century events and circumstances seemed to demonstrate that the American
people were achieving social goals,conformable to
the promise of the Awakening. The hope of the
Awakening was for a more "affectionate union"
of Christians, and toward unjty Calvinists
pressed, partly as an effective defense against
local and provincial oppression, in part, also,
as the most effective organization for those who
would advance the Kingdom of Christ throughout the
world. , . The revival and the evangelistic impulse pressed to the goal of a more beautiful
social order. . .^^

^^Heimert, P. 96.
^^Heimert, P. 95.
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The single concept that seemed particularly apt in uniting
theology and politics was that cf "progress."

In future

years American writers would be increasingly preoccupied with
secular progress rather than the spiritual Progress Jonathan •
Edwards called for.
Utopianism of the Revolutionary Period
The document that most concisely and cogently sets forth
the premises that impelled the Hevoluticnary War and gave
shape to the government of a new nation—the United States of
America—is the Declaration of Independence.

It is generally

acknowledged that Thomas Jefferson is the principal author of
this document.

A study of the Declaration reveals a number

of interesting parallels betv/een Sir Thomas More and Thomas
Jefferson.

Certainly Jefferson has an idealogical kinship

with More:

both v/ere practical statesmen, and yet both were

genuine utopianists.
The Declaration of Independence begins with the proposition, "We hold these truths to be self-evident."

That is,

no other authority needs to be appealed to other than the
reader*s ovm mind or reason.

In "ore's Utopia the moral

Philosophers proposed tenets which they say "belong to religion," yet "they think that men are led to believe and accept
them by reason. "•'•^ That would indicate that both Jefferson
and More appeal tc reason for moral support of the form of
government and philosophy of life thoy propose.

15r:ore, p. 72.
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Jefferson th^n begins to list the "self-evident" truths:
"That all men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their creator with certain inalienable rights; tliat among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

In

Utopia all men are equal—slavery exists only as an institution for punishing criminal offenses.

All men have the right

to vote for their syphogrants or phylarchs, the rul6rs over
In Utopia there is no unjust tyrant yrho

thirty households.

arbitrarily deprives a man of his life or liberty, nor is
there in the millennium.

But it is with the inalienable

right of the pursuit of happiness where Jefferson most convincingly strikes a common chord with More.

In Utopia the

greatest part of human happiness is defined by pleasure.
Utopians say that "the life of joy, that is, of pleasure, is
prescribed to us by nature herself as the end of all our
activities."^^

Personal happiness, and more specifically, the

pursuit of it, is a morally justified raison d'etre in the
Utopian society.

More's Utopians believe that pleasure is

always the end of man's activities; religious tenets only
establish which are the right and wrong means by which to
seek it.

Jefferson is thus taking a marked departure from the

view held by the early Puritans that the ideal society is one
in which godliness can be pursued in the context of a community governed by scriptural ordinances.
How to go about securing these rights is Jefferson's

^^[.•ore, P. 7 4 .
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next concern:

"That to secure these rights governments are

instituted among men. deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed."

Jefferson believed that government

was a humanly devised and humanly maintained institution.
Those who had instituted or. in effect, created this institution could also abolish it:

"that whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute new
government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety and happiness."

For Jefferson

government is instituted by man, can be altered or abolished
by man, and can be given guiding principles devised by man
with an end to effecting his happiness,

"^resages of all

these ideas are found in More's Utopia.

Although Hythloday

does not relate how the republican form of government was
first set U P , he does make clear that just as households
elect Phylarchs, who in turn choose protophylarchs over them,
so the phylarchs elect their President.
conditionally:

This office is held

"The President holds his office for life,

unless he is suspected of aiming at a dictatorship."17

This

would suggest that the people hold the power to discharge
the ^resident from office.

Furthermore, Utopians have

certainly organized their government's powers "in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety

^"^More, P. 49.
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and happiness," for, as Hythloday explains, "To make plans on
public affairs outside' the Senate or the public elections is
an offense punishable by death.

The reason for thi'S, they

say, is to make it difficult for the ^resident and tranibores
to conspire together to oppress the people with a dictatorship- and so change the constitution."^®
The Utopian ideal of a humanly devised and humanly
secured government is quite different from the divinely ordained and divinely maintained government that Edwards wrote
about in Union in Prayer.

Rather than the authority flowing

from the people to the government to its head, the President,
the reverse is true in the millennium:

Christ gives authority

to His ministers, who in turn govern the people.

Altering

or abolishing this government is an inconceivable option.
The real revolution was not so much the armed conflict
against Britain; it was a new worldview in which man rather
than God became the ^tfocal point and standard for institutions.
In his study of the Declaration of Independence, Carl Becker
describes the intellectual atmosphere that had overtaken
America by the latter half of the eighteenth century:
That there is a "natural order" of things in
the world, cleverly and expertly designed by God
for the guidance of mankind; that the "laws" of
this natural order may be discovered by hum.an
reason; that these lav/s so discovered furnish a
reliable and immutable standard for testing the
ideas, the conduct, and the institutions of men—
these were accepted premises, the preconceptions,
of most eighteenth-century thinking, not only in

18More, p. 50.
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America, but also in England and France.^9
The eighteenth-century preconceptions based on the "laws" of
the "natural order" affected all ramifications of intellectual
life; one example of this influence is the poetry of Phtlip
Preneau.
Philip Morin Freneau (1752'-1832) , a classmate of James
Madison and of Hugh Henry Brackenridge, wrote a poem entitled
"The Millennium" which illustrates how far the thinking in
the circles of the American intelligentsia of the federalist
period had gone from the millenarianism of Edwards. Freneau"
opens the poem by addressing a "Ranting field Orator,"
perhaps a preacher in the tradition of Edwards, Whitefield,
or John V/esley:
With aspect wild, in ranting strain
You bring the brilliant period near
When monarchy will close her reign
And wars and v/arriors disappear
The lion and the lamb v/ill stray
.
And, social, walk the woodland way.^"
Freneau scorns the idea of such an idyllic scene and accuses
the preacher of misinterpreting Nature's ordered and unchangeable Plan:
I fear, v/ith superficial view
You contemplate dame nature's plan:

^^Carl L. Becker. The reclaraticn of Independence: A
Study in the History of Political IdeasTNew York: Vintage
Books. 195?]r, pp. 26-27.
20?v^ilir) ::orin Freneau, "The railonnium," in ^orms cf
Freneau, ed. with critical introd. by Harvey iiayden Clark
(1929; rpt. New York: Hafner Publishing Co., 19^8), -^n, 1^7148.
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The main thesis of Freneau's argument is that Nature has
Planned that things should be as they are:

the ferocious

beasts of prey are meant to live at the expense of meeker
animals, and their respective natures cannot change; fire
still conquers forests; oceans are subject to the whims of
stormy gales; man is subject to his passions:
Observe the lion's visage bold
His iron tooth, his murderous claw,
His aspect cast in anger's mould;
The strength of steel is in his paw:
Could he be meant with lambs to stray'
Or feed along the woodland way?
• * • * •

And do you think that human kind
Can shun the all-pervading law—
That passion's slave we ever find-Who discord from their nature draw:-Freneau*s implied answer to these rhetorical questions is an
obvious "No!" He strikes a common chord with Edwards, though,
when he suggests that such a time of harmony could come if man
should assume a "different heart":
Ere discord can from man depart
He must assume a different heart
It is at this juncture that the radical difference between
Edwards and Freneau evinces itself.

For while Edwards

believed in a supernatural God who would bring about sudden
regeneration in the heart, and thus transform society, Freneau
looked to man's reason to gradually bring about this changed
nature, over an extended period:
Yet in the slow advanced of things
A time may come our race may rise.
By reason's aid to stretch their wings.
And see the light with other eyes.
And when the ancient mist is pass'd;
To find their nature changed at last,
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In contrast to Edwards* eager exhortation to pray and work
for the millennium*s advent, Freneau ends on a pessimistic
note 1^
But you and I will not be here
To see the lion shed his teeth
Or kings forget the trade of death—
Nevertheless, though Freneau*s deism is pessimistic in its
outlook for any immediate millennium, and certainly is skeptical of the particular kind of millennium Edwards preached,
it is optimistic in its estimation of man and his future
progress.
Indeed, the sixteenth-century Humanism of Sir Thomas More
did not really take root in America until after the mideighteenth century. But while displacing "Puritanism from its
position of dominance in the thinking of Americans in leadership positions, this new Humanism, the deism of the Enlightenment that Jonathan Edwards was already attacking in the
1730*s and *40's and that Freneau was incorporating into his
poetry at the end of the century, did subsume within it an
ideal of progress that in the minds of the people could be
easily combined with the Puritan doctrine of the millennium.
Transcendentalism, Perfectionism,
and the Communal Movem.ent
In many ways the growth of Unitarianism in New England
and the other former colonies during the Revolutionary and
Federalist Ages was closely allied to the influence of the
Enlightenment in France and in England.

Deism seemed to fit

aptly into the new scheme of dogm*a that was being constructed
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. by New England theologians as they abandoned Calvinism.
Aiaong intellectuals there was a keen interest in the new concepts that dominated the Philosophicai, literary, and theology
ical"scene.

The Reverend Mr. George Ripley's home in BosAon •

served as a meeting place fcr a group of such intellectuals,
who would eventually become known as the Transcendental Club.
Members of this club, which first met in September, I836,
included writers, former ministers, and Public speakers such
as Amos Bronson Alcott, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry David Thoreau, George Ripley, and
William Ellery Channing.

Transcendentalism, the term used

to describe the body of beliefs held by these thinkers, grew
out of the Unitarianism of the day.
Thus there is a causal relationship between the philosophy
of the Enlightenment and Transcendentalism.

Henry Steel

Commager, analyzing these philosophical m.ovements, has observed certain salient similarities between the philosophies
of Jefferson and Emerson:
Both philosophies assumed a universe governed
by law and intelligible to reason; both taught that
God, or Providence, was benevolent, Nature beneficent,
Man and Society perfectible. To both, Man v/as the
focus of the universe, and to both, the laws that
controlled Nature and Society guaranteed, in the
end, the infinite happiness of mankind.^
The Transcendentalists, then, looked to nature as a guarantor
of the ideal society.

They believed in one great brotherhood.

?1
^Henry S. Commager, The Am.erican Hind; An Inters re tali ion of Ar>erican Thought and Character Since th'^ l8v:C' s
(Hew Haven: Yale University Press, 1950). ^» Br.
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similar tc Edwards'.belief in a world-wide brotherhood during
the millennium, and in contrast tc Here's highly localized
Utopia.

Nevertheless, self-trust and self-reliance "v/ere

emphasized as cardinal virtues among Transcendentalists,
since they believed that m.an v/as divine in his own right.. Cn
the v/hole, emphasis on nature, reason, and man places Transcendentalism in closer line with Humanism and Lucre's
utopianism than v/ith Edv/ards' theistic millenarianism.
Tv/o closely allied movements of the time were perfectionism and communalismx.

Perfectionism taught that man could

perfect himself by moral, intellectual or dietary means or by
a combination of all three.

Bronsoft Alcott, for instance,

developed a strict system of dietetics in order to keep his
body, the temple of his soul, undefiled.

John Humphrey Noyes

declared on February 20, I834, that he v.'as perfect.

Declaring

that man had been set free from original sin in A. D. 70 and
that the v/orld was nov/ a hea-\^n on earth, Noyes preached a
particular set of ethical rules v/hich, if fcllov/ed, insured
perfection tc all others besides himself.

Noyes believed that

the millennium- v/as nov;. An earlier perfectionist, "I-'other"'
Ann Lee, who died in 1784, had taufht that she v/as the
second incarnation of God, that the millennium had arrived,
that sex v/as the source of evil in the v/orlc , and that celibacy v/as the means to true love.

Nether Ann came to America

from England in-1776 and bo£:an a preaching tour cf N-v; England to gain nrcsslytos.

Ner teachin/'O' influenced bcth
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Alcott and Noyes.22
These leaders then proceeded to set UP their versions of
the ideal society.

Although Btother Ann Lee lived on%ight

years after her .arrival in America, her sect flourished
greatly.

By 1800 there were ten communes following her

principles in New York and New England.

They were called

"Shakers" because of the ecstatic twitchings and contortions
of their bodies during religious meetings.

In 182? there

were five thousand Shakers living in eight states; the peak
was reached in the l840's—the golden age of the communal
movement—when six thousand members were reached.

The

Shakers had a profound impact on all the communal movements.
According to Elinor Horwitz,
They offered a way of life that was peaceful,
orderly, secure, and humane.
In a Shaker village everything was immaculately
neat and clean, meals were ample and regular, everyone was kind to everyone else, and all people were
respected.
George Rioley, Bronson Alcott, John Humphrey Noyes, and
Robert Cwen all visited the Shaker communities.

Charles Lane,

an associate of Alcott's who helped him buy the farm for the
Fruitlands Community, used to visit the Shaker community in

^^Elinor Lander Horwitz, Communes in America: The ^lace
Just Right (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippfncott, 1972), Chapters
3» 6, and 7; and Maren Lockwood, "The Experimental Utopia
in America," in Utopias and Utopian Thought, ed. Frank E.
Manuel (Boston: Houghtun Mifflin, 1966), PP. I83-200.
Manuel's collection of essays on Utopia contains scattered
references to the communal movement throughout: Horwitz's
is more concise.
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Harvard with Alcott.
time.

Lane even joined the Shakers for a

After the Civil War the Shaker movment waned, although

a fe^Shal^r sisters are still living today.23
Bronson Alcott established a commune in Harvard, Massachusetts in 1844 which he named Fruitlands. Alcott was
perhaps the most eccentric member of the Transcendentalist
Club.

A noted writer, abolitionist, and educator, he was

also a zealous teetotaler and food faddist.

No animal

product could pass anyone's lips at Fruitlands.

There were

never more than fifteen people in the commune, five of whom
were children.

Emerson declined to join the "Family" at

Fruitlands, saying, "We are not yet rioe to be birds."
Fruitlands lasted about a year.

Louisa May Alcott,

Bronson's daughter, wrote about her childhood experiences in
her book. Silver Pitchers.^^
Noyes and a band of eighty-six Noyesian Perfectionists
formed the Cneida Community near Oneida, New York in 1846.
Their practices have been described as follows:
They dedicated themselves to the achievement
of self-perfection and the practice of total
communalism. In the interests of self-perfection
they sought to improve their spirit and intellect
by the study of Noyes's religious teachings, by a
system of adult education courses, by cultivation
of the arts, and by mutual criticism--a primitive
group therapy technique. As to their communalism,
they lived together as one family, gave UP all
selfish or possessive ideas and habits—such as
exclusive affection for one person—and were free

^^Horwitz, pp. 36-54.
^^Horwitz, pp. 36-54.
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*. to cohabit with any other member of the family.^5
Koyes eventually ran away from the^Oneida Community to
Canada in 1879.

For thirty-odd years the community had been

fairly successful;as a business venture by manufacturing
items such as animal traps.

But the opposition of the

neighbors of the Cneida communitarians created so much
pressure that they began to disband or to change their
communal form. Particularly after Noyes abandoned it.

Noyes

wrote a book in his later years entitled A History of American
Socialisms in vrhich he singled out his community as the only
religious community of strictly American origin.^6
All of these communes and commUnal movements, and many
other besides, such as "Father" George Raop's Harmonie,
Robert Cwen*s New Harmony, and Etienne Cabet*s Iscaria, were
important in American life and thinking, but from the standpoint of American literature the most important Utopian
venture was Brook Farm.

The prime mover of this experiment

was the Rev. Mr. George Ripley, a former Unitarian minister,
seer, and host of the Transcendentalist Club.

In 1841,

having resigned from the ministry, as had Emerson, Rioley set
UP his community on a 170-acre farm nine miles from Boston
and called it The Brook Farm Institute of Agriculture and
Education.

Ripley was joined in the enterprise, a joint-stock

venture, by his capable wife and a group of enthusiastic

^^orwitz, p. 112.
^^Horwitz, pp. 108-124.
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friends, including Nathaniel Hawthorne, who out down one
thousand dollars for two shares.

Three leaders in the

Transcendentalist Club who did not join were Henry U^. Thoreau,
who withdrew for meditation in the solitude at Walden Pond,
Bronson Alcott, who started his own communal experiment a
few years later, and Waldo Emerson, who found physical labor
detrimental to his writing.

Margaret Fuller, the feminist

spokeswoman within the Transcendentalist movement, came and
left a number of times.
Brook Farm lasted six years in its original form, before
re-organizing as a phalanx after Charles Fourier*s scheme,
and it was a success in terms of its original goals:

simple

living, basic crafts as a means of livelihood, rural life,
and contemplation of nature.

The members equated this last

pursuit with worship of God.

There was an atmosphere pf

camaraderie and a genuine heart for work among most of the
members:
No other commune so successfully combined
difficult labor, challenging study, and wholesome
recreation. No other commune achieved such an
idyllic atmosphere. '^
Hawthorne is perhaps the best known of the malcontents. He
spent a little more than a season at Brook Farm, from May to
October, 1941, leaving primarily because he disliked the
hard manual labor.

Ten years later he gave a picture of the

experiment in The Blithedale Romance. Parrington evaluates
this romance as a satire directed not only at Brook Farm but

27Horwitz, P. 92.
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/ at the communal movement in general:
Hawthorne acknowledges that he had Brook Farm
in mind, . . . it is impossible not to read into
the book a good deal of gentle satire. Undoubtedly
It IS not all directed at Brook Farm. Utopian
experiments were making a great stir in the forties.
The activities of the perfectionists and the Icarians
seemed particularly scandalous. The FouriBristic
experiments at Redbank, at Skaneatales, and at
•Sodus Bay had brought utopia squarely before the
attention of the newspaper reading public. The
time was right for a«novel dealing satirically
with these efforts.^°
But not everyone left Brook Farm disillusioned with the
commune; some members regretted having to re-enter the world.
The scheme of life at Brook Farm was simple.

The com-

munity was classless, so that everyone would participate in a
harmonious routine of work.

The work was to be carried out

joyfully, balanced with creative leisure and pleasant recreation.

Labor was, in theory, to repay the cost of board;

all work was considered of equal value.

The purpose was to

combine this simple life style with lofty thinking.

George

Ripley gave most of the lectures on academic subjects.29
After the Civil War economic factors, particularly the
competition from industry for the market that the communitarians* little crafts had held and the higher price of land,
discouraged people from moving to religious or ideological
communes.

Nevertheless, they were proof of the yearning

many had for a real, physical place where an ideal mode
of living could be practiced.

^"Parrington, P. 38.
^^Horwitz, p. 94.

Some religious leaders.
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such as George Rapp, Mother Ann Lee, and John H. Noyes.
taught that communal living was either preparation for the
Biblical millennium or practical proof that the millennium
had begun.

Other secular communitarian leaders, such as

Robert Owen, Charles Fourier, and Etienne Cabet clearly had
in mind a society patterned after More*s Utopia,

Thus the

communal movement is itself a curious amalgamation of
millenarian and Utopian traditions; in a sense, it is a
practical expression of the communalists desire for the
realization of the American Dream.
According to Carpenter's analysis, the American Dream
has three components:

the belief in progress, the belief in

democracy, and the belief that the New World is the place on
which to project the first two ideas.^^

Certainly, the last

belief characterized all the communitarians,

"^regress toward

perfection was also viewed as possible, if not in the nation
or the world, at least in the individual and commune.
Democracy was practiced in some of the communes, while others
were under strict authoritarian leadership.

As a whole, then,

the Transcendentalists, the Perfectionists, and the communalists gave expression to an individualistic and highly
localized version of the American Dream.

They thought of

their dream, the ideal man in an ideal society, in the context of a small community with usually only minimal contact
with the rest of the nation.

30carpenter, P. 6.

They did not have a vision for
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the United States or the wprld that could .inspire a whole
nation and give dir^ection for the masses toward a common
goal.

In the final analysis^ the communal movement had more

of its roots in More*s kind of utopianism than in Edwards'
millenarianism.
Abraham Lincoln and Rlanifest Destiny
With the onset of hostilities of the Civil War, and the
consequent disruption of national life, it became necessary
for Americans on both sides of the conflict to reconsider
and re-examine the fundamental presuppositions on which the
nation had been built.

There had to be a unifying cause or

principle, not just military force, if the Union was to
continue as a single nation.

President Abraham Lincoln

slowly but steadily developed into a spokesman for and
expounder of the national purpose.

In his teleological

concept of history, he is obviously in the tradition of
Winthrop and Edwards.
On the long journey to Washington after his election
to the presidency in November, i860, Lincoln first uttered
publicly his belief in Americans as a chosen people, and in
himself as an instrument in God*s hands for a particular purpose.

At Trenton, New Jersey on February 21, I86I, he stated,

I am exceedingly anxious that this Union, the
Constitution, and the liberties of the people shall
be perpetuated in accordance with the original idea
for which the struggle was made, and I shall be
most happy indeed if I shall be an humble instrument
in the hands of the Almighty, and of his almost
chosen people, for perpetuating the object of that
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great struggle.3?^ .
In.time, Lincoln's view of America as composed of God's
•almost chosen people" would resolve into a firmer "
conviction—one of certainty that God had chosen America
for His own purposes.
Lincoln's mention of "the struggle" was more than a
reference to the Revolutionary War; it was a reference to a
continuing struggle in view of an ideal. Lincoln added that
the vision was "something more than National Independence";
it was "that something that held out a great promise to all
people of the world to all time to come."32 AS the vision
became more sharply defined, it took on more than national
implication.

In the Annual Message to Congress of December,

1862 Lincoln proclaimed, "We shall nobly save, or meanly
lose the last best hope of earth."
Lincoln believed that God had called America into
existence, that it was His will to maintain its security and
existence, and that, ultimately, America's existence would
bring blessings to its posterity and to other nations.
These tenets are evident in a declaration to a Lutheran delegation that visited him at the White House on May 13. 1862:
I now humbly and reverently, in your presence,
reiterate the acknowledgment of that dependence,

3lAbraham Lincoln, quoted in Elton Trueblood, Abraham
Lincoln: Theologian of American Anguish (New York: Harper
& Row, 1973). ^^. 9-10.
-^Lincoln, in Trueblood, P. 10.
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• not doubting, that». if it shall please the Divine
Being who determines the destinv:^s of nations that
this shall remain a united people, they will,
humbly seeking Divine guidance, make their prolonged
national existence^a source of new benefits to themselves and their successors,*and to all classes and
conditions of m.ankind.33
Lincoln made the same reference to God's will for America's
continued existence and unity among other nations in a Proclamation for a Day of Prayer, dated July 7, 1864. The
President asked his fellow citizens to pray to God, and
to implore Him, as the Supreme Ruler of the
World, not to destroy us as a People, nor suffer
us to be destroyed by the hostility or connivance
of other Nations, or by obstinate adhesions to
our own cousels, which may be in conflict with
His eternal purposes and to imolore Him to
enlighten the mind of the Nation to know and do
• .His will; humbly believing that it is in accordance
with His will that our Place shall be maintained,
as a united people among the family of nations.-^^
This is a clear exposition of Lincoln's view of America as a
called nation.
Lincoln went beyond Emerson, who stressed the importance
of the individual. He conceived of God's will as concerning
groups, and above all, nations. Furthermore, Lincoln had
learned from the prophets of Israel that there can be a
servant people with a responsibility to the entire family of
man.35 j^^ calling America to the vision and to the respons:bil-

^^Lincoln, in Trueblood, PP. 103-104.
3\incoln, in Trueblood, n^^, 92-93.
-^^Trueblood, p. 126.
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ity God might even go so far, Lincoln suggested, as to compel
obedience.

At his speechsin Trenton prior -ft) his first in-

auguration Lincoln declared,
I also believe that He will compel us to do
right in order that He may do these things, not so
much because we desire them as that they accord
_. with His plan of dealing with this nation, in the
midst of which lie. means to establish justice. I
V; think He means that we shall do more than we have
• •?!; yet done in furtherance of His plans, and He will
•• open the way for our doing it.36
As had Edwards before him, Lincoln looked forward to a time
of widespread justice, established and enforced by God.
Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address contains the heart
of Lincoln's convictions and commitments.

It is in this

document that he gives the admonition, "Let us strive on to
finish the work we are in."

And it is there that he expresses

the determ.ination on his part and on the part of his compatriots "to do all which may achieve and cherish a just,
and a lasting peace, among ourselves and with all nations."
Professor Trueblood has evaluated Lincoln's vision for America
in the light of America's earlier Puritan heritage and in
light of the idea of progress that later cam.e to be closely
identified with the American Dream.

He sees Lincoln as a

realist, yet a realist with a keen hooe for the future and a
determination to finish the task of unification at hand as a
necessary adjunct of that hooe:
Nothing in Lincoln's theology r.ade him expect
Utopia. . . \\e accepted the basic philosophy of
the rounding Fathers, including the idea of a

36Lincoln, in Trueblood, P P . 126-127.
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special destiny for America, but he was sufficiently
acqua:inted with human :^ailure to know that progxess
is never certain, as it is never easy. His only
certainty lay in the conviction that God will never
cease to call America to her true Service, not only
for her ov/n sake, but for the sake of the world.
He desired unity and he knew that vision is the
secret of unity. Consequently, his final appeal
was for the com.pletion of v;hat he interpreted
^
as a holy calling. . . Knowing that the American
:;y':\ experiment v/as incomplete, he was keenly aware of
^^^- ' the appeal Produced by any structure which is only
partly linished and which, accordingly, cries out
for completion.37
Lincoln's vision snd his hope for a unified nation in which
peace and justice prevailed is-certainly akin to Edv/ards'
vision of the millennium, in which Christ will insure Unity,
neace-and justice.
God's Calling for the nation was labeled as "manifest
destiny."

That Americans believed that they were called to a

destiny of greatness was evident in the rapid westward expansion that took Place during the nineteenth century.

American

literature began to glorify the West and to encourage expansion.

Richard Henry Dana's description of California in Two

Years Before the Mast (l840) and Francis Parkman's Oregon
Trail (1849) turned American attention westward.

After the

Civil War, v/ith the issue of sectionalism settled, the pace
of expansion accelerated.
road was completed.
explored.

In I869 the Transcontinental Rail-

By I890 all the frontier areas had been

In the West egalitarianism was more pronounced

than in the East:

37Trueblood,

every man, from the homesteader to the

PP. 140-141.
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itinerant miner, was seeking his own ideal style of life.
With the conquest of'her own Westi conccmmitant with the
process of industrialization, America came to a position of
prominence and power amone nations.

By the time cf the

Spanish-American War in 1898; the spirit of manifest destiny
would lead to foreign involvement and conquest.
When came this sense of destiny, this aggressive,
bouyant optimism?

Alan Heimert's persuasion that the New

England Puritan's millenarian beliefs had encouraged federalism has been mentioned.

Iain Murray traces this sense cf

hope all the way back to early seventeenth-century "^uritans
in England.

Quoting J. C. Ryle in ''An Estimate of Thomas

Manton," Murray writes, "The ^uritans, as a body, have done
more to elevate the national character than any class of
Englishmen that ever lived."

Murray attributes this strength

in the Puritans to their theology of hope, and purposes that
not .only England, but all of her colonies v/ere positively
influenced by this body of stalwart soldiers and theologians:
The source of this influence was their theology
and within that theology there was m attitude to
history and the thf: world which distinguished them
as men of hope. In thpir cv/n day this hope came
to expression in pulnits and in books, in 'Parliament and upon battlefields, but it did not end
there. The outlook they had done so much to
insoire went cn for nearly two hundred years
after their age and its results were manifold.
It coloured the spiritual thought of the American
colonies; it taught men to expect gr^.at outpourings of the Holy"Spirit; it prepared the way to
the new age of v/orld missions; and it contributed

u

•
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to. that,,sense of destiny which came to
nS^!?*""^
Snglish-speaking ^rctestantMore specifically, within that ^uritan theology Murray points
to millenarianism as the^source of a sense of purpose and
destiny.

A resulting common consciousness of hope pervaded

Britain and America, giving them discipline and vigour in
contrast to the lethargy and fatalistic outlook of other
nations:
There was a connection between this belief
[millenarianism] and the sense of purpose and
destiny established in the common consciousness
of Britain and America, which sense of purpose, in
turn, instilled a discipline and vigour in national
life such as was never witnessed in civilizations
where philosophies of fate or chance have prevailed.-^^
Abraham Lincoln, and the generation that followed him,
seemed to have grasped this sense of destiny and to have
exhibited this vigour in national life.

By I900, with the

advent of naturalism in literature, the vision was
beginning to wane.
Edward Bellamy and Utopian Socialism
After the war there was a rise in land values, due in
part to the proliferation of railroads.

The effects of these

trends among Americans with utopian yearnings was to channel
their energies into fraternal orders, many of them secret,
rather than utooian communes.

Among the intellectuals there

-^ Iain H. Murray, The "^uritan Hope: A Study in Revival
and the Interpretation of ^rophecy (London: The Banner of
Truth Trust, 1971)» ^^. xxi-xxii.
^^Murray, P. 224.
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>ras a renewed interest in utonian literature.

The literary

form tiiat would dominate the scene by the end of the nineteenth
century was the utopian novel.

This literary form shows

influences not only from the two mainstreams of thought traced
in this study, Puritan millenarianism and Humanistic utopianism, but, increasingly, frbm a new source:
handmaiden, technology.

science, and her

Some utonian novelists considered

themselves religious prophets; others propounded a new
optimistic materialism.

Jay Martin sees the utopian novel as

an institution embodying expressions of discontent of the
age.

He feels that it gave vent to the desire for change and

affluence, and that a variety of factors contributed to their
appearance:
Intellectually, it represented a commitment
to make change result in plentitude; emotionally,
it was a medium embodying wishes frustrated by
exoerience. The utooian novel was vitalized by
several factors: 1) the confusions brought about
by rapid change and by general political, economic,
and social discontent; 2) a new depth of concern
with material life, here-and-now (and thus with
comfort, luxury, and elegance); 3) the mysticism
and religious cultism resulting from the break-up
of traditional religious uniformity; and 4)
notions of promise and progress combined with
millennial hopes and a faith in science to create
the good life.^O
Viewing science as the offspring of sixteenth-century ilumanism, and, therefore, as part of the Humanistic tradition,
Martin's last-mentioned factor seems to be the result of two
separate traditions vying for prominence in American thought,
and, after two and a half centuries, culminating in a synthesis:

40Martin, P. 209.
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the American Drear, expressed in the utoian novel.
Martin naintains that there was a reassertion of the
.millenarian hope in the latter part of the nineteenth century
which had a direct hearing on the Utopian novel.
Now, in the midst of intellectual confusion,
the^yearning for material comfort, cultism, and
social discontent in general, the millennial
hope strongly reasserted itself in America. Most
of the Utopian books show directly the impact of
millennial expectations. David Graham, ^hillips,
himself despairing, wrote that the "Messiah
longing has been the dream. . . of the whole human
race, toiling away in obscurity, exploited, fooled,
despised." And in A New Iloral Vrcrld (lS35), for
instance, James Casey offered a revolutionary
system of education that he thought would "change
the earth from hell to heaven and Peop''e it with
saints." Other novels like W. H. Bishop's Garden
of Eden. U. S. A. (I895) and Jeff Hayes's ^aradise
on Earth (1913) , hint in Jtieir titles at similar
constellations of belief. ••'•
Ad even these titles would indicate, a belief in the millennium was widespread and influential enough to arouse interest
in a plan for realizing the promises of the millennium then
and there.
There were numerous precursors to the major utopian
novel of the era,* Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward. Mark
Twain's essay entitled "The Curious Republic cf Gondour"
affords one example of the utopian vision in the 1870*s.
This short work was originally published anonymously in
the Cctober, I875 issue of Th^ Atlantic ::onthly.

Basically

it is more of a satirical attack on the existing system cf

^^Martin, P. 214.
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government than a positive Proposal of a viable alternative.^2
Twain's three-page sketch of utopia, according to'Parrington.
''is not the sort of dream world pictured by an idealist who
has faith in the democratic impulses of the people."

On the

contrary, the story shows "a good deal of . . . sardonic
skepticism."

Concluding that democracy in its existing form

in America was detrimental to the country, he proposed
changes that suggest the influence of Plato's Republic:
He believed in democracy, but he saw the
country being exploited by men without conscience.
And even universal suffrage, which had seemed to
be an infallible safety valve, was not successful.
He reflects on this in "The Curious Republic"
and suggests that extra votes be given to those
with education and property.
«

*

*

«

«

What he proposed is simply government by an
intellectual aristocracy, and that idea goes back,
at least, to Plato.^3

42
Samuel L. Clemens, "The Curious Republic of Gondour,"
in The Curious Republic of Gondour and Other Whimsical
Sketches (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1919), P P . 1-11.
Twain is really closer in his thinking to the dystopian
authors of the mid-twentieth century than to the utopian
writers of the latter part of the nineteenth century. In
The Gilded Age (I873), for instance. Twain and his co-author,
Charles D. Warner, portray the greed and avarice of speculators who take advantage of the optimistic attitude of the
time. It was speculators of this type who brought about, in
part, the demise of the communal movement by artificially
raising land prices. In contrast, the way that the rise of
science and technology would influence utooian novels is
foreshadowed in Twain's A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court (1889).
^3Parrington, pp. 48-49.
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Thus, while Twain did not share Bellamy's-faith in-human
nature, he did at least believe that a better society coi>ld
be established.

.

.

-

In 1883 John Macnie, under the pseudonym of Ismar Thiusen-,
published a utcpian novel entitled Th^ Piothas:
Ahead.
worked.

cr. :A Far Lock

He proposed a classless society in which everybody
Idleness was regarded as the lowest of vices. The

government is a benevolent despotism with the primary function of ensuring that all citizens are adequately provided for.
Freedom from want takes precedence cver freedom to be different.

Macnie's book is of added interest because this author

knew Bellamy personally, and there rs evidence to suggest
that they discussed together the format for a utcpian society.
Certainly, the plots in the narrative sections have much in
common.44
Beyond dispute, Edward Bellamy plays a paramount role
in the rise of the utcpian novel in American nineteenthcentury literature.

To understand the man behind the novels

and the Nationalist ^arty of which he was the prime never,
it is necessary to go into Bellamy's past and tc consider
his ancestry.

Bellamy's father was a Baptist minister, his

maternal grandfather was the Rev. Benjamin ^utnam, one cf the
early pastors of S'^ringf ielc , r.assachusett?, and his paternal
grandfather was Fr. Joseph Eellar.y, a theologian of revcluticnary days, a disciple and close frifnd of Jonathan Edwards,

44^ arr^n-jtcn, np. 5^-6l.

and the rsreoeotor of Aaron Bur.r.'^^ Edwards* nsillenarianisn
•

•

•

•

•.

had a profound impact; on Joseph Bellamy's thinking.

In his

writin^a;*and sermons he "called the saints tc^aetion,
•because there is so much to be done, and the glorious Day
is coming on!'"46

Sdv/ard Bellamy, the grandson emerging

from this religious background, refashioned this millenarian;;*W,r-

ism into a secular idealism. As his biographer notes,
He, hov/ever, outgrew with his boyhood all
trammels of sect. But his inherited trait marked
his social views with a strongly anti-m.aterialistic and spiritual cast; an ethical purpose
denominated his ideas, and he held-that a merely
material prosperity would not be worth the working
for as a social ideal. An equality in material
well-being, however, he regarded as the soil
essential for the true spiritual development of
the race .^7
•I

Bellamy, then, affords a suitable example of an exponent of
the nev/ American Dream, a synthesis of both millenarian and
Utopian principles, a curious blending of the spiritual and
material.
Martin has traced the influences cf Cld Testament
prophecy, the same source that led Edwards to his conclusions,
on Edv/ard Bellamy:
Edv/ard 3pllam.y, grandson of the famous theologian and friend cf Jonathan Edv/ards, Joseph Bellamy,
remade the earlier religious hopes into social
millennia. In this sense, the direction of his

^^ Sylvester Baxter, "The Author cf 'Locking Back,'" in
Locking Backward: 2000-183? by Edv/ard ?>ellamy (Eostcn:
Houghton riifflin, 1926) , o. viii.

46 Goen, p. 39.
4?.
Baxter, in Bellamy, P. viii.
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' • *>^03ght.paralleled the thought of his time. "There
IS no better literature," he said, "than the
splendid poems in which Isaiah and .the other Hebrew
seers foretold an ©ra when war and strife should
cease, when every man should*sit under his own fig
and yme-tree with none to molest and make him
afraid, when the lion should lie down with the
lamb, and righteousness cover the earth as the
water cover the sea. . . Did you suppose that
because. . . [this] is called the millennium, it
was never coming?" His nationalism he referred to
as "a religion," "a Judgment Dav^" or "God's
Kingdom of fraternal equality."^°
Bellamy, it would appear, visualized his social utopia as
the true realization of the millennial prophecies.
What kind of a man was Bellamy?
journalist.

For a time he was a

Subsequently, he tried his hand at romantic

novels, and was modestly successful*in this endeavor.

But

there was another part of him, a Philosophical vein that
^^t';

"became evident when he turned his attention to the area of

' ^ ' social criticism.

Parrington gives this evaluation of

Bellamy, the man:
Edward Bellamy was an idealist; he had a deep
faith in the natural goodness of man. He was not
a politician, nor an economist; he wanted, simply,
to search out the responsibility for an economy
which was producing so much poverty and suffering.
He felt that man could not be as cruel and unjust
as his competitive behavior made him seem, and. . .
he set out to find the answer. The result was
Looking Backward, a utooian novel which sold a
million copies in a few years and which had a ^^Q
tremendous effect on social thought of the day.^

^%lartin, P. 220, quoting Bellamy, Talks on
Nationalism (Chicago, 1938), P P . 6-7.
^Parrington, P. 69.
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As did. 5ir Thomas .?Iore, Bellamy believed that the solution to
social injustice must be found in a change in the economic
system.

*

Locking Backward:

"

2000-1^7. published'in 1888. promotes-

total social equality as its basis for perfection.

Utopia is

new situated in the United States, v/ith Boston as the scene
of action.

The protagonist, Julian West, goes into a hypnotic

sleep in I887 and wakes U P in 2000.

A Dr. Lette .and family

occupy his former house and serve as his guides in the new
society.
ly.

Not just/^Boston, but the nation, functions comirwnal-

Every citizen is guaranteed an equal share of the gross

national product.

The state ov/ns all means of production

and distribution—capitalism was volitionally abolished as
people came to an understanding of the better way.

A national

• labor force called the "Industrial Army" conscripts all men
and v/omen between the ages of twenty-one and forty-five.
Leisure time abounds, especially after forced retirement at
forty-five.

Credit cards are used instead of money.

Although

all income is equal (all work being considered of equal value)
there is freedom to spend it according to the citizen's own
predilections.
crime.

There are no taxes, no strikes, and little

The new economic system precludes any incentive for

pecuniary advantage; ergo, little crime.

A number cf im^agina-

tive technological improvements afford comfort and enjoyment:
the clock radio, dens with piped in m.usic, and sidewalks
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with movable.canopy covers, in case of inclement weather.^
One of Julian West's main preoccupations is the labor
problem in his own.-timer I887.

As was More, Bellamys is

strongly influenced by the social and economic conditions in
his own society.

Chapter I in Looking Backward could be

compared to Book One in Utopia.

Julian West's first serious

question to Dr. Leete is significant, "To make a beginning
somewhere, for the subject is doubtless a large one, what
solution, if any, have you found for the labor question?"^^
Dr. Leete's reply, that the government solved the problem by
taking over the means of production, thus ending all
possibility of unemployment or poverty, is, in effect, the
theme of the whole book.

As Elinor Horwitz notes,

Bellamy is confident that material well-being
will permit all men to live dignified and happy
lives. With many other utopian writers, he
believes that man is good and society evil. If
society were to become good—eureka!—Utopia!-'
Correspondingly, the American Dream in the twentieth century
is largely centered around the concept of material well-being
as a means to happiness.
The reaction was instantaneous.

Bellamy became a

celebrity, and other authors went to work on their own versions of Utopias.

Martin sees Bellamy as a catalyst for a

50Edward Bellamy, Looking Backwardj. 2000-1887 (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, I926).
5lBellamy, p. 48.
52Horwitz, P. 32.
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reaction for which all the reactants were already Present:
WT+h'^?f?i^^^ ^ "^^^^"^ ^°°^s s°^^ appeaf«ed—along
with Bellamy s own sequel, Equalitv (1697)—to
continue, counter, or modify Bellamy's book, "
While scores of others were electrified into beir^
by the sudden revfiiation of this widespread
Utopian impulse.-^-^
A list of these books, which appeared not only at home but
abroad, is humorous, showing, in many cases, imaginative
Dlays on the words of the title of Bellamy's masterpiece.
Looking Further Backward (U. S. A., I890), by Dudley Vinton,
is an attack on Bellamy's Nationalism.

Looking Further Fore-

ward (U. S. A., I890), by Richard Michaelis, is an argument
in support of free enterprise.

Mrs. John B. Shipley's

The True Author of Looking Backward (U. S. A., I890) accuses
Bellamy of plagiarizing August Bebel's Die Frau und der
Sozialismus (I883).

William Mcrris's News from Nowhere

(Great Britain, I890) is a dystopian reaction to Bellamy's
vision.
world.

It presents a pastoral, highly de-centralized ideal
Mrs. C. H. Stone wrote a romance supposedly by one cf

the fictitious authors mentioned by Bellamy in Looking Backward, and entitled it One of "Berrian's" Novels (U. S. A.,
1890).

Konrad Wilbrandt, of Germany, wrote a bcok trans-

lated as jVr. East's Experiences in Mr. Bellamy's V/orlc (I891) .
This is a rational satire, anti-utopian in intent.

Ein Rt'ck-

blick aus den Jahre 2037 auf das Jahr 200C. Aus den
Erinnerungen des Herrn Ju 1 ian V/est (Germany, I89I) , by Ernst

33r/:artin, P. 223.
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Mueller, has- the world return to capitalism by 2037.

Philip

Wasserburg proposed a^Catholic monarchy, with Germany as a
new Eden, in Etwas SpSter!

Eine Fortsetzung-von Bellamy's

Rtlcjicblick (Germany, I891).

Looking Within (U. S. A., 1893). •

by J. W. Roberts, argues for an only slightly modified form
of nineteenth-century capitalism.

Solomon Schindler, a

devoted Nationalist, first translated Looking Backward into
German as Ein Rtickblick.

This prompted his own sequel.

Young West (U. S. A., I894), a defense of Bellamy's world,
told in the words" of Julian West's son.

Ludwig Geissler,

another enthusiastic supporter of Bellamy, published Looking
Beyond.

A Sequel to "Looking Backward". . . and an Answer

to "Looking Further Forward" by Richard Michaelis in I89I.
Three anonymous novels which place utopia in a hidden location rather than a future time are Robinson Crusoe, Looking
Upwards. . . The Up-Grade from Henry George Past E. Bellamy
(1892); Julian West, My Afterdreams (1900), and Looking
Ahead. . . Not by the Author of Looking Backward (1902).
George Farnell attempted to handle the problems of transition to Bellamy's world in Rev. Josiah Hilton, the Apostle
of th^ New Age (U. S. A., I898).

Equality (1897) is Bellamy's
54
own attempt to defend his Nationalist thesis.-^
Some of the utopianists of the time not only believed in
Bellamy's system, but were willing to see his reforms imple-

^^Parrington, Chapter IX, "Bellamy and His Critics,
DP. 68-97, 132; and Martin, P P . 223-224.
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mented immediately.

Martin and Harrington agree on this

remarkable indication of the temper of the times:
^
Cf the forty Utopian novels which Vernon Lo'uis
.arrington, Jr. has analyzed, seventeen, he found,
ar-ued or implied that the world could be immediately reformed and regenerated. Such utonias assume
a Damascus-like conversion of everyone. To cite
two minor examples, Thomas Reynolds, in Prefaces
irid Notes, Illustrative. Explanatory. Demonstrative
Argu.mentative and Expostulatory to Mr. Edward
Bellamy's Famous Book (1890). was convinced that
Bellamy's sweeping reform.s could be instituted
within six months; and Henry R. Everett, in The
People's Program (I892), insisted that his scheme
could be realized "almost immediately, if the
people choose to v/ork in harmony. The author of
this story believes in rushing* . ,*'55
To Martin, these notions of sudden regeneration could only
mean "the impulse of catastrophic millennialism translated
into social tenns."56

Americans were coming to the conclu-

sion that social conditions could not deteriorate much more.
Cut of catastrophe, conflagration, or some sudden jolt to
the existing order, a new world or promise and hone would
arise.
In the twentieth century it becomes increasingly difficult to trace the tv/o streams of thought, millenarianism and
utopianism, that heretofore had given shape to the American
Dream.

In the face of secularism, millenarianism increasing-

ly fades from the literary and philosophical stream of thought,
and utopianism takes the inverse form of dystopianism.

The

American Dream itself becomes more nebulous, as variegated as

^^ Martin, P P . 214-215.
^^ Martin, P. 215.
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the. differing .Philosophies influencing twentieth-century
American thought:

pragmatism, socialism, materialism,

existentialism, et alii.

Some of the dystonias of this

century that have gained renov/n in the English-sneaking world
are Aldous Huxley's Brave New World (1932), George Crwell's
1984 (1949), William Gelding's Lord of the Flies (1959). and
Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451 (I967) . H. G. Wells' The Time
Machine (I895) is worth noting as a nineteenth-century precursor of the modern dystopian tradition.^'^

These works, as

a rule, rather than forthrightly and positively setting forth
the form and shape of an ideal society, instead satirize
even the concept of utopianism.

Man's evil nature is graph-

ically portrayed, but without a solution.
be the underlying mood of the dystocia.

Despair seems to

Neither More nor

Edwards, their widely divergent presuppositions notwithstanding, are fatalists.

The dystopian tradition finds its

pessimistic source in a worldview devoid of absolutes, and
is thus related directly neither to utooianism nor millen-arianism.

The American Dream remained capable of definition

so long as it had roots in the tenets that :.:ore and Edwards
shared:

the existence of the Divine Creator, the moral imper-

ative of ethical standards, and the worth of the human individual.

In the twentieth century, a grasp on these concepts

becomes increasingly tenuous, and, for this reason, this
study traces the influences cf millenarianism and utopianism

^^Horwitz, ^^T), 33-34.
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in-representative examples only.through the nineteenth
century.

•

•

.CHAPTER IV

.

CONCLUSION
The DistinguishiP|o; ^ojnts
of Utopianism and Millenarianism
In this study areas of similarity between the millenarianism of the Reverend Mr. Jonathan Edwards and the utopianism of Sir Thomas More have been examined.

Specifically,

the millennium described by Edwards shares with More's Republic of Utopia external similarities, such as social harmony,
increased knowledge, economic prosperity, and religious and
moral emphasis in all institutions, including government.
More significantly, this study has examined the areas of
difference between the ideal societies that each of these
writers offers as a paradigm for emulation by the nations:
differences in purpose, in foundations for ethical choices,
in scope, in the place of man in society, and in the authors'
purposes in describing their respective ideals for society.
In the first place, the purposes of the two societies
are inapposite and irreconcilable.

In Utopia, the state is

its own justification for existence.

Utopia does not exist

for its citizens; rather, the citizens exist for Utopia.

The

millennial kingdom, on the contrary, exists for its King, the
Lord Jesus Christ.

He is the source, means, and object of

its life and vitality; He brings it into being, establishes
it, rules, and consummates it.
108
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Secondly, there are incompatible foundations fcr ethics
in the two societies.

In Utopia a benign hedonism serves as '

a basis for moral philosophy and Practical conduct. "In
. .Edwards' millennium ethics are based on divinely revealed:
standards of righteousness; God's word is the first and final
standard for all morality.

This prevents the tension that

would ensue in a society in which ethics are individually and
subjectively determined, while purpose and meaning in life
are found in a collective way through the state.
Thirdly, the scopes of the two societies differ greatly;
Utopia is incommensurable with the millennium in geographical
area, greatness, splendor, and magnificence.

More envisions

a small, model republic, powerful in its own sphere of
influence, wealthy, and respected, but largely isolated from
the rest of the world.

Edwards envisions a kingdom that would

embrace every single country, nation, tribe, and language
group, who, united under one King, would form a more wealthy,
and splendid empire than any conceivable to human imagination.
Fourthly, the roles that man plays are diametrically
opposed in the two schemes.

Sir Thomas More, exalting the

human faculty of reason to pre-eminence, suggests that through
reason the human race can create the ideal society.

Edwards

posits that man's reason is blind and inadequate to create
the ideal society.

Furthermore, he contends, man's heart, the

center of will and emotion, is corrupted by sin, so that
naturally neither by reason nor by will or choice will he
tend-toward establishing an Ideal society,

''ore's rr-ublic
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is "natural" and man-centered; Edwards' millerjiial kingdom
is "spiritual" and God-centered.
Fifthly, there is a radical difference between-the two
authors' respective purposes in describing the two societies,
and their purposes are evinced in and through the descriptions.

More Places emphasis cn style and literary artistry,

with an aim at amusing his fellow Humanists, while making
barbed points about the current political situation in Europe
Edwards' intent is straightforv/ard ccmmunication in a plain
and serious style devoid of ornamentation.

The emphasis is

nQt on what ]ie is writing about, but on what is to be.
More's optimism, on the other hand, carries less conviction.
He ends his book by saying, ". . . 1 readily admit that in
the republic of Utopia there are many things that I would
pray might come to our cities rather than hope they might
ever be established."^

It is significant that Utopia means

"Nowhere" and that Hythloday, the philgsopher-narrator-explorer, m.eans "Dispenser of nonsense."
thinker.

T.'.ore was a wishful

Edwards was imbued with the conviction that what

he believed concerning the ccming millennium, would certainly
be fulfilled.

His entire life v/as characterized by the con-

viction evinced by his last words on his deathbed, "Trust in
M2

God, and ye need net fear."
iMore, p. 12-^.
2-Serene B. Ewight, "Memoirs of the Late Rev. Jonathan
Edv/ardIs, A. M.," in^ Edwards, T]ie Complete '•••crks of '"resident
Edwards, I, P. 51 •
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MillenarianiRTn, Utopianism.
and the American Dream

How two such different, and in many ways, irreconcilable philosophies as utopiamsm and millenarianism could have
eventually merged and mutually contributed to the American
Dream- can only be understood as an understanding is gained
of how the process of secularization took place within the
Dream itself.

It would appear that as America became more

secularized even the original millennial hope was reinterpreted in retrospect.

Frederic Carpenter's historical

analysis of the millennial hope exemplifies such a secular
interpretation of millenarianism:
And for the next three hundred years (after the
founding of Massachusetts Bay ColonyiJ the millennial
hope of an ideal new world was constantly repeated
in different forms. It inspired the Declaration
of Independence and the Bill of Rights, Emerson's
address to "The American Scholar" and Whitman's
Leaves of Grass, the wisdom of Lincoln and the
idealism of Woodrow Wilson. But not till 1931
was it described specifically as "the American
Dream."3
What has happened in American thinking is first a confusing,
and then a blending, of the ideologies espoused by More and
Edwards into one concept that is seen as having inspired all
the American visionary leaders from the seventeenth through
the twentieth centuries.

Carpenter nuts it aptly:

"America

became 'the place' where the religious prophecies of Isaiah
and the Republic ideals of Plato might be realized."^

3Carpenter, P. 5»
4

•

Carpenter, P. 6.

Isaiah
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and Plato set forth, respectively, the principle prototypes
for the kinds of governments described by Edwards and More.
As this study has pointed out, they are often mutually
exclusive rather than complementary.
This fusion in American thought took Place in terms of
a reformulation of the original spiritual ideals into
secular terminology:
^^Across the centuries the earliest proclamation
of "Sion's Saviour" and the latest celebration of
"The Epic of America" have emphasized certain
constant ideas. Both have looked to the achievement of a new and better way of life in the new
world, and both have declared the democratic
basis of this new way. In America, "the Lord will
create a new Heaven and a new Earth," or (according to the modem version) "a better, richer, and
happier life." And in America He will create
"a new Commonwealth together for all the people
of Christ," or (according to the modern version)
"for all our citizens of every rank." These two
ideas, of progress ("a new and better life"), and
of democracy ("a Commonwealth together") have
remained constant; and always they have been
^
projected upon the new world ("this is the Place.")^
Carpenter is quoting Captain Edward Johnson's words for the
Puritan perspective; the contrast between the latter's
worldview and the secular American worldview is apparent.
Carpenter's reference to the belief in progress as one
of the cornerstones of the American Dream finds support in
the views of Jay Martin.

Martin holds that the belief in

progress inherent in both millenarianism and Humanism served/
as the stepping stone for many people to change from a
spiritual hope to a secular hope in their projection of the

•^Carpenter, P. 6.
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American Dream:.
Officially committed to a Philosophy of progress,
and seeming to see it confirmed, many Americans
tended unconsciously to assimilate their millennial
^opes into assumptions cf evolution and Progress.
Both seem,ed to offer national—even scientificguarantees fcr the Paradise to be regained in a
more and more glorious age. Imperceptibly,
Americans made their millennium (like their science,
their Philosophy, and their social thought)
evolutionary.c
Martin stresses that this shift to a secular, evolutionary,
and scientific viewpoint in America had its beginnings with
the rise of Humanism in popular American thinking.

Dy the

end of the nineteenth century the belief in historical
progress, with many people holding a lingering belief in the
millennium, opened the way for a "utopian mentality":
But with the beginnings of liberal humanism,
chiliasm was largely. ... transformed into an
aspect of evolutionary or historical progress. In
social suffering; in the confusion of values and
the shifting ground of traditional ideas; in plans
and panaceas; in the notions of millennium, either
catastrophic or progressive--in these we can see
a truly utopian mentality manifesting itself at
all levels.*^
When chiliasm and Humanism mingle, the result is the new,
secularized American Dream:

progress through evolution.

The

end product of this synthesis in literary thought is a utopia
achieved through scientifically conditioned behavior, as in

%artin, P. 215.
•^Martin,, p. 219.
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E. F. Skinner's Walden. Two.^
C. C. Goen believes that Edwards' writings on the
mill|nnium, with his emphasis on the fact that there" was
going to be a real millennium, in time and place, actually
encouraged the secular idea of progress:
The importance of the religious background of
the idea of progress can never be disparaged; and
though direct evidence may be lacking, it is
difficult to believe that Edwards' historicizing
of the millennium did not furnish a strong impetus
to utopianism in America. His novel interpretation
took hold readily. . . Though Edwards knew it not,
his historical millennium was of a niece with the
liberalizing thought which came to flower in the
following century. The encouragement it gave to
the efficacy of human effort made it a natural
ally to the new doctrine of human ability which
already begun to make inroads on the older
Calvinism.°
Certainly many of Edwards' readers may have misunderstood
his intent, but Edwards' purpose had never been to encourage
a doctrine of human efficacy.

Instead, he described the

millennium as "that*glorious work of God, so often foretold
in Scripture, which in the progress and issue of it shall
renew the world of mankind."^^

Edwards did encourage

Christians to pray for and to co-operate with their Lord in
bringing in the millennium, but he did not teach that when
it came it would be a human achievement.
However, whether by misinterpreting Edwards or by the

8Lewis Mumford, "Utopia, The City and The Machine," in
Manuel, uo. 10 f.
^Goen, pp. 38-39.
^^Edwards. Ill, p. 313-
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process of secularization that was already occurring anyway,
millenarianism became, in the minds of many Americans a
religious Philosophy urging progress.

Goen concludes.

Whatever the tragedy of the ultimate secularization of the millennial hope, it becomes an
integral part of the optimistic activism which
was destined to crown with success the "errand
into the wilderness." This is Jonathan Edwards'
contribution to the radical utopianism which is
part of the American tradition.•'^•^
By the end of the nineteenth century, then, the American
Dream could be defined as "radical utopianism"; its temper,
correspondingly, could be labeled as "optimistic activism."
Jonathan Edwards' millenarianism was misunderstood, while his
doctrinal tenets were forgotten.

The soteriology and escha-

tology that had been indissolubly linked in Edwards' creed
were severed in the popular mind.

Paradoxically, because of

this misunderstanding. Edwards would now be viewed as a contributor to the secular ideal of progress.

Sir Thomas More's

utopianism. which had provided no means for changing existing
governmental institutions, but which assumed a stable, harmonious republic as its given locus, was misinterpreted as a
prototype for "utopian socialism" and its concommitant radical programs for replacing existing societal institutions
with new ones.

More would now be regarded as a contributor

to both the communal movement and to the more significant
rise of socialism in America.

Both Edwards and More helped

to formulate the American Dream.

l^Goen, p. 39.

Edwards contributed to the
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sense of purpose, the attitude of hcpe, and the belief in
progress; More contributed to the faith in democracy, in
education, and in the dignity of the individual.

Both

Jonathan Edwards and Sir Thomas More, by presenting to the
world their belief in an ideal society and by describing the
tNarticular attributes of their respective visions, contributed
to that conglomerate of ideals, the American Dream.

1
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